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1. Introduction
The ESL Teacher Tools provide customized content for DIWE, including class assignments,
invention exercises, discussion questions, revision and peer review exercises, and complete
lesson plans.
DIWE is designed for writing instruction, collaboration, and communication among students and
teachers. The tools in this collection help teachers include the following:
•

Class Assignments that are ready to post, or that you can open in the Daedalus word
processor and modify to meet your specific needs.

•

Invent and Respond series that are ready to drop into your network Invent and Respond
folders so students can access them in DIWE.

•

Discussion questions that are ready to copy and paste into Mail or InterChange® sessions as
seeds for class conferences and exploration.

•

Lesson plans and suggestions that outline how the resources can be combined into complete
teaching segments.

Use this Teacher’s Guide for instructions on how to use these new resources, and for
pedagogical and rhetorical details on the ways you can use the resources effectively in the
classroom. If you have questions about how to use the software effectively, open the Teacher
Help under DIWE’s Help menu.
Additionally, you can download the Instructor’s Guide and other program documentation files
from the Daedalus FTP site; email support@daedalus.com for details. The Instructor’s Guide
includes details on basic collaborative learning, the student-centered classroom, and teaching the
writing process in addition to information on how to use the commands in DIWE.

In This Guide
This guide includes the following sections:
•

Installation Instructions explains how to decompress and distribute the program resources.

•

Working with the DIWE Modules outlines specific pointers for using Invent, Write,
Respond, Mail, and InterChange with ESL writers.
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Lesson Plans section includes the text of all the teaching resources as well as teacher
annotations that explain how to use the modules successfully. The following lesson resources
are included:
 Personal Interview
 Writing Abstracts and Smaller Summary Capsules
 Description of a Memorable Place
 Examining Slang
 Letter to the Editor
 Original Invent Prompts Revised
 Miscellaneous Discussion Seeds

•

Usage Instructions provides basic instructions necessary to use the Content Modules in
DIWE, such as how to post a Class Assignment and how to create a conference in Mail or
InterChange.

•

Bibliography lists articles and books cited in this guide as well as other resources of interest
to the ESL/EFL teacher working with computers and writing.

•

Useful Internet Addresses lists web pages that include articles and resources that are
valuable for ESL/EFL teachers (addresses were correct at publication of this collection)

Author Information
Lessons and materials in this collection were contributed by Traci Gardner, Sue Light, Janice
Cook (Kapi’olani Community College, Honolulu, Hawaii), and Nancy Sullivan.
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2. Location of Resources
The ESL-EFL resources are installed in several different places. This chart shows where you will
find them:

Teacher’s Guide for ESL-EFL Under the Help menu in DIWE
Writing assignments
Invent prompts

On the network server in
DIWE7Net\Style\Assignments (4 folders starting with
“Assignment-”)
1. Listed in Invent when you choose the prompt series you want
to use (all of the names beginning with “ESL”)
2. On the network server in DIWE7Net\Invent

Respond prompts

1. Listed in Respond when you choose the prompt series you
want to use (all of the names beginning with “ESL”)
2. On the network server in DIWE7Net\Respond

Discussion seeds for
InterChange and Mail

On the network server in
DIWE7Net\Style\ESL-EFL Discussion Seeds.pdf
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3. Working with the DIWE Modules
You’ll find information about using the DIWE modules with students and the pedagogy behind
the program in the Instructor’s Guide, the program documentation for the software (you can
download from http://www.daedalus.com/tech/docs.html). ESL students bring a special set of
needs to the computer classroom however, needs that are not addressed explicitly in the program
documentation. This section provides you specific tips to help fill that gap.
In addition to reading this material here, you can consult the information in the online ESL/EFL
teacher’s guide available while you’re using DIWE. Once you’ve logged into the DIWE program
as a teacher, choose the Extras command under the Help menu, and select the “ESL/EFL
Teacher’s Guide” from the dialog that appears to access the online version.

General Suggestions for Using DIWE with ESL Writers
Know When NOT to Use Computers
Computers are more likely to help writers improve if they are comfortable with the machine and
the software they are using. ESL students usually have a high anxiety level regardless of the
classroom and pedagogy. If working with computers increases the student’s anxiety
dramatically, a computer-based writing class is not the best option. Ideally, have your college or
department identify sections that will rely heavily on computers in the course selection table or
registration catalog so that students realize the skills that will be required for the class when they
register. Self-selection works best for the computer classroom.
Additionally, at your first class meetings, make sure students know the extent to which
computers will be a part of your class and explain the options for making changes if students are
not comfortable with the idea of writing with computers. Martha Pennington suggests that
“[ESL] students achieve basic keyboarding skills, with a typing speed of at least 25 words per
minute, before being expected to use a computer on a regular basis for writing assignments”
(153)
Be Aware of the Limitations of the English-Language Interface
Generally, in second language instruction with computers, it’s better to focus content on the
second language but to use the students’ first language for the program’s interface. Students who
are learning to communicate in a second language are easily overwhelmed and discouraged when
language issues come between them and the tasks they wish to accomplish. Cynthia L. Selfe and
5
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Richard J. Selfe, Jr. discuss how the interface of a computer program can affect language
learners in their “The Politics of the Interface: Power and Its Exercise in Electronic Contact
Zones.”
For ESL students who don’t know what the words used in program commands and dialog boxes
mean, the interface of an English program can be extremely confusing. Aspects of the interface
an English-language program such as DIWE that native English speakers would never think
twice about are likely to be unintelligible or perplexing to ESL students. Selfe and Selfe point to
the use of mnemonic aids in English-language software, mnemonics that make less sense to
second language speakers. They point to the shortcuts in a word processing program presented in
“Spanish mode.” In the Spanish mode, commands were translated to Spanish (and thus the
Delete command became the Eliminar command) yet the keyboard shortcuts remained in English
(thus the shortcut was Apple-D even though there was no “D” in the program command).
ESL writers face a similar problem: if they don’t know or don’t understand the meaning of a
command such as Copy, the shortcut isn’t likely to help them. Even more confusing for these
writers are shortcuts that seem to have no relationship to the particular command (such as
Control or Command plus X for the Cut command or Control or Command plus V for the Paste
Command).
These shortcuts and menu commands only scratch the surface however. Consider the difficulty
of using the dialog for font selection, paragraph formatting, or document layout if you didn’t
know what the words in the dialog meant. And consider that the program’s documentation is
written in English as well. Remember that while there is documentation and while the commands
in the program seem obvious to you, they may be anything but obvious to your students.
Demonstrate commands, define the terms that are used in commands and dialog boxes you ask
students to use frequently, and provide more detailed documentation in printouts or online
instructions in Mail or your Class Assignment. If your students are fairly new to computers,
consider an assignment sequence that asks them all to explain a particular command or process
in DIWE for their peers. The explanations can be collected as an ESL writer’s guide to using the
program at your site.
Focus on Process
DIWE supports a process mode of writing instruction.1 For ESL students, this focus on process
writing is important. Process writing “emphasizes students’ own experiences and knowledge and
the teaching of skills in meaningful context provided by the students’ own writing” (Au 156).
The process approach that DIWE supports foregrounds the message rather than the skills or
mechanics of the document. Kathryn Au details why this focus helps writers:
While skills are certainly of use to writers, transmission or skills approaches to
writing instruction skirt around the central issue of how writers actually go about
planning, drafting, shaping, and polishing a piece of writing. Process approaches
to writing, in contrast, involve [writers] in actual writing topics they find
personally meaningful. Students are then motivated to revise and edit their writing
and to learn the skills they need to make their writing easy for others to read.
(156-57)
1

For details on DIWE and the writing process, see Section 5.0 in the Instructor’s Guide.
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DIWE places the writing and the writer’s meaning at the center of the classroom. Using the
InterChange and Mail modules, student writers exchange drafts, getting responses from other
writers. The motivation Au refers to is increased by the response of other readers and writers—
the basic interest in “mak[ing] their writing easy for others to read” is even keener, since others
are constantly reading and responding to the writing.
Furthermore, DIWE’s InterChange and Mail modules provide a writing space that can support
invention, drafting, and revision. Ideas developed in InterChange or Mail sessions can be revised
and rethought, by examining a transcript of the session. By asking writers to go back and
examine copies of their messages in printouts or in the online databases, you can focus their
attention on the whole writing process, emphasizing that text can be reread, rethought, and
revised. InterChange and Mail sessions can equally support the revision process—writers can
share drafts, discuss possible changes and revisions, and give feedback on each other’s texts.
Be Aware of Students’ Personal Comfort Zone
Your students may have information about themselves and opinions they are not comfortable
sharing. With the range of cultures and national backgrounds that are often represented in the
ESL classroom, it’s possible that some students will be unable or unwilling to share some details
because of political reasons or because of the reactions others in the class may have in response.
Indeed, they may be hesitant to share opinions or information that seems quite innocent to you.
As you set up your classes, be sensitive to your students’ needs—remind them often that they
need not participate in activities that make them uncomfortable, and provide private
opportunities for them to conference with you so that they can share any concerns about class
participation with you.
Talk About Public and Private Writing and Access to Files
ESL students may worry about others’ ability to read their documents. Their fears may be based
on cultural beliefs that “messy” texts are not appropriate for others to view, and, thus, a text still
under construction may be one that students are not willing to share. In a related way, students
may simply want to have control over the drafts that others see and have access to. These worries
are quite similar to those you might expect native-English speakers to have.
More of a worry for some students is a necessity for privacy in any documents that reveal
information the student is unwilling or unable to share with the class at large. For example, in
some cultures, there are political issues that are not open to discussion, or that may not be open
to discussion for certain members of the society. If students share such information with you,
they’ll want to be sure the files are not accessible to others in the class or at your school.
Students with little computer know-how may even worry that anyone with a computer will have
access to their files. Talk with your students about the public nature of the files that are produced
and saved using DIWE. The following guidelines can help:
•

Make sure your students understand that any turned-in document, any message posted in
InterChange, and any public Mail message will be publicly and easily available to everyone
with access to the computers in your classroom or the network they use.

•

Explain the difference between Private Mail and public mail that is addressed to a specific
recipient. Students may believe that any mail message addressed to a specific person will be
7
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private, but the only private messages in Mail are those for which the writer clicks the
Private Mail checkbox before sending the message. By default, messages in Mail are NOT
private.
•

If you will rely on Private Mail for grading and if you want students to have Private Mail as a
more private environment, you as the teacher must take care never to post Mail transcripts
publicly.

•

Remind your students that you will have access to any Mail they post, whether they are
posted as public mail or Private Mail.

•

Explain to students that others can access any files they save to their personal Users
directory. Although this area in the DIWE7Net folder is the students’ personal area for their
files, classmates can navigate to someone else’s folder. If students are worried about access
to their files, suggest they save to a floppy diskette, and remind them to be careful not to
leave their diskettes behind in the classroom.

Teaching is Political: Make ESL Instruction Less Threatening by Choosing
Pedagogical Methods that Build on What Students Already Know
ESL students are easily threatened by literacy instruction. Instruction in syntax and rhetorical
arrangement may seem to students like an attempt to replace their existing native language and
cultural background. Steer explains, “An approach that does not value all points of view and tells
students what kind of writing they need to produce may send a subtle message to the student that
his or her personal style is in some way inferior to that of the dominant group. This message can
affect the writer’s confidence and have deleterious consequences for him or her later on” (21).
One successful strategy is to focus instruction on adding to the students’ existing literacy
knowledge. Ask students to draw comparisons between their native language and English. Give
them the opportunity to tell peers about their own background and heritage—have them write in
English as experts on their own country and culture.
Ask for Explanations
Remember that there are cultural influences on the ways we see and interpret the world. Symbols
relying on basic cultural knowledge for American students may elude ESL writers altogether.
Take the owl. Many students will sees a symbol of wisdom, but students from certain South
American countries will see a symbol of death. Obviously, these students would interpret the
same passage, say a description of an owl hooting in the woods, completely differently.
Ask your ESL students to explain their interpretations and reactions to what they read. Remind
them that we all interpret the world through a filter made up of such components as our
education, our heritage, our ethnicity, and our exposure to popular culture. Foreground the role
these influences play on the ways we read, and urge students to explain their interpretations.
And Provide Explanations, Analogies, and Examples
It’s inevitable that some writing and discussion topics in the ESL classroom will deal with
unfamiliar topics. Cultural differences can make these ideas difficult for ESL students to
understand. Provide explanations for the ideas and interpretations you share with your class—if
you introduce the idea that an owl is a symbol of wisdom, explain the idea.
8
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In addition, try to link the ideas and topics that are considered to your students’ background and
knowledge. By providing analogies, you can help students grasp ideas more quickly. As
mentioned above, links to students’ literacy knowledge can help them understand concepts in
English language.
Finally, many, many examples that demonstrate the points you are discussing are quite valuable.
Your ESL students have varied backgrounds, backgrounds that may not correspond to your own.
Sharing a variety of examples increases the chance that the student will understand the point you
are trying to make. The wider the range of explanations, analogies, and examples, the stronger
the chance one will make sense to your writers and give them the information they need to
understand.
Expect Discomfort with the Decentered Classroom
It’s not unusual for students from any background or culture to feel uncomfortable with the
decentered classroom.2 ESL students, however, may feel more adrift in the decentered classroom
than native English speakers. Many ESL students come from authority-centered cultures. They
are likely to have attended schools that are very hierarchical and teacher-centered.
Rather than ignoring these differences, focus on them. Ask students to talk about how the
decentered computer classroom compares to other classrooms they’ve been in, and realize that it
may take a few class sessions for students to feel at ease. Further, consider the role gender may
play in the students’ culture, and compare that role to the gender dynamics in the decentered
computer-based classroom. Women students from cultures where women are more likely to
assume a less active role in discussions may need to learn strategies to express themselves in a
decentered discussion where they are encouraged to participate equally.

Using Class Assignment with ESL Writers
Post Your Class Assignment as Early as Possible to Allow Students to Prepare
Class Assignment files create a routine that helps students structure their time. For ESL students
awkward with the decentered classroom, this structure can be very important, but the benefit of
the Class Assignment is lost if your students don’t have time to read the text closely enough to
plan their class time.
You can give your students additional time to prepare for your classes by posting your Class
Assignment as early as you can. Just as ESL students do better when given time to consider
discussion topics in advance, your students will do better if they have access to the Class
Assignment early enough to prepare for the class. By posting the Class Assignment early, you
can give your students the opportunity to read the assignment carefully and thoroughly—
reducing possible anxiety about the way reading speed or reading comprehension affects their
performance in the class.
Deciding how early is early enough for students depends on your students and your lab facilities.
If your students are fairly advanced, just posting the assignment before the class session may be
enough. You can urge students to arrive a few minutes before class starts so that they can get a
2

See Section 4.0 in the Instructor’s Guide for information on managing the student-centered classroom.
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jump-start, or you might structure your class so that the first five minutes are always “settling in”
time. Students can use the “settling in” time to read the assignment, follow up on issues with you
or their peers, or check their Mail. Just explain that the first five minutes are their time to get
ready for the class period by doing whatever they need.
If your students are less advanced or the anxiety level is high, consider posting the assignment a
day or more in advance if your facilities have open lab time. Suggest students come to the lab
before class and read the assignment ahead of time as part of their homework.
If access to the lab is more limited, consider posting the next assignment at the end of previous
class, giving students the opportunity to print, read, or save the Assignment so that they have
time to prepare. You might also print out the assignment and distribute copies or post a copy
outside your office door.
Use Class Assignment Archives to Help Students Review as Necessary
Use DIWE’s archiving capability to provide students with an accurate record of the work the
class has completed. The archive in the \DOCS\ASSIGN directory for your class gives your
students the chance to go back and re-read or review any Class Assignment you have included.
Your students may need to review because they have forgotten a detail or because they have
missed a class.
Making archives is especially important if you post your Class Assignments early. Students who
miss a class may not be able to read a missed Assignment before the next one is posted. Make
sure students realize to check the archives when they miss a class.
Demonstrate how to use the Read a Document command under the Utilities menu to open
previous assignments. You’ll find instructions on archiving Class Assignments in the online
Teacher Help file, in the Instructor’s Guide to DIWE, and in Chapter 11 of this Guide to the ESL
collection.
Use a Consistent Format
ESL students are often uncomfortable with the decentered nature of the computer-based
classroom (see page 9). The structure of your Class Assignment can help provide the authority
your students miss—but only if the document makes things clear and is easy for them to
interpret.
Follow a consistent format in laying out Class Assignment files; that way students will know
where to look for things, and there will be fewer misunderstandings. It doesn’t matter what
format you use, so long as you devise one that highlights the things you believe to be most
important. Revise layout for the Assignments included in this collection to fit the layout you
have used in other Class Assignments.
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Using Invent with ESL Writers
Students May Need Help Adjusting to Prewriting with a Computer
If your students are not accustomed to writing with computers, they are likely to need some help
getting comfortable with prewriting on a computer. Your students may be used to writing their
papers out with paper and pen or pencil and then typing up the script copy. Writers used to this
method are likely to hesitate when asked to type unfinished and unpolished text. For ESL writers
used to this method, the hesitancy is likely to be accompanied by anxiety. Many ESL students
believe that the only texts that should be shared with others are finished and polished—to ask
these students to compose on the spot at the keyboard may increase writer apprehension.
Help these writers adjust to composing at the keyboard by comparing prewriting in Invent to
worksheets they would complete on paper. In addition, talk about the importance of writing
freely in prewriting—remind writers of the writing process and the part their work in Invent will
play in that process. Explain that the text composed in Invent doesn’t need to be finished or
polished—revising the text from Invent is part of the process. Finally, if writers are apprehensive
about your reading the text before they are ready, respect their privacy by giving them space to
write on their own without your review of their work.
Students May Need More Information to Answer the Questions
The questions in the Invent series included here are aimed at ESL writers, but it’s likely you’ll
have some students who will need more information or an example to answer the questions. The
explanations associated with the Invent questions (and the Respond questions) can help these
students. Demonstrate how the Explain button works—students can read the information in the
Explanation; however, to type their own text, they have to close the window. Many of the
Explanations will include short, example answers to the related Invent question—be sure your
students realize these examples are there. If your writers need a working example, demonstrate
how to copy the example from the Explanation window and paste it into the Invent question
window.
Discuss the Reason for the Specific Questions in Invent
Forecast the kind of details the assignment requires and the reasons for the information. The
details, specifics, and explanations that the Invent questions ask for may seem irrelevant to your
ESL students. For many ESL writers, the use (or absence) of specific details in an essay is a
matter of cultural expectations from their first language. For these writers, the necessity in
English cultures of including specific details and support is not natural. The only specifics
supporting an assertion may be opinion, for instance. It’s not necessarily clear to these students
that a descriptive paper needs to go beyond saying “The place is cluttered” to describing the
objects that are filling the space with clutter. Nor is it necessarily clear that a statement of
opinion needs to include the reasons for the opinion that the writer states.
To help student writers understand and learn the kinds of information a particular writing
assignment requires, go over examples and relate the details in the examples to the questions in
Invent. Go over the questions and explanations in Invent as a group before you ask students to
complete the sequence. Indeed, you might look for the sort of details that answer the Invent
11
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questions in model essays, or complete the Invent sequence as a group before working on
individual papers and essays.
Demonstrate How to Move From Invent to Write
Your students will need to know a bit about the mechanics of moving from an Invent file to a
draft in Write. When your students save their work in Invent, two different files are created, a
*.DXT file and a *.txt file. To help them move from Invent to Write, show students how to open
the *.txt file in the Write word processor. The process involves nothing unusual, but students
may be confused by the two different versions of the file.
If your students have not used Invent and Write together, printed instructions on using the tools
and opening files in Write can help make the class run more smoothly. You can write your own
specific instructions, using the details appropriate for your lab, and post them in a Mail message
as well. Demonstrating the process for the class or for small groups can also help the movement
from Invent to Write go smoothly.
Discuss the Difference Between a Finished Invent File and a Rough Draft
In addition to understanding the mechanics of moving from an Invent file to a rough draft in
Write, your students are likely to need some instruction on how to revise and edit their answers.
The text version of their Invent answers is a great start on the rough draft, but make sure they
understand those answers are only the beginning. They’ll need to sculpt the answers into
paragraphs, remove the questions, and build transitions and connections. If your students are new
to Invent, you might add an extra class to this lesson plan where you work specifically on
moving from Invent to a rough draft.

Using Write with ESL Writers
Demonstrate How Working with Electronic Texts Allows Students to Avoid
Recopying, Making it Easier to Take More Chances and Try More Alternatives
For ESL writers concerned about producing a perfect text but who aren’t accustomed to working
with a word processor, some simple demonstration of the Write word processor and the ways to
use word processing technology can be as useful as discussion of sentence structure and diction.
Once writers understand that they can try out new sentences, experiment with different ways of
phrasing, and even move big (or small) chunks of text easily without spending long periods of
time recopying their text, they are more likely to take chances and consider a variety of
alternatives when drafting and revising.
Demonstrating with an LCD projection panel so that students can see these simple processes can
be very useful (especially for students who do not understand but are unwilling to ask questions
publicly). If an LCD projector isn’t available, you might demonstrate to small groups or
demonstrate individually during conferences. One effective technique is to demonstrate the
capabilities to a member from each group; then, send those members back to share with other
group members. Making one group member the authority on cut and paste, another member the
authority on juggling multiple documents, and so forth. Show your students how to do the
following:
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1. Use the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands
2. Use the Undo command (and when it can’t be used)
3. Open a new Write document, to use as a scratchpad
4. Move smoothly among several open windows
5. Cut a sentence or a passage from a text and place the passage temporarily in a new document
so that you can switch it back in
6. Copy a sentence, paste it several times to the scratchpad, and experiment with changing word
choice, or structure. And be sure they can copy the sentence and paste it back into the
original document.
7. Use the Spelling command
8. Use the Statistics and Make Concordance commands
Remind Students of the Limitations of Online Spellcheckers, Grammar Checkers,
and Other Style Analysis Tools
Remind students that DIWE’s spellchecker cannot check the sense of a word, only its spelling.
Demonstrating some passages that show no spelling errors but include words that are used
incorrectly can help students understand how to read their papers.
While DIWE doesn’t include a grammar checker or style checker, it’s likely your students will
have access to these tools. Discuss how to use the feedback these tools give a writer. If the
student’s paper contains text that does not have periods or other ending punctuation marks, for
instance, a style or grammar checker is likely to tell the writer that the passages are fragments or
to miscalculate readability indices.
Show Students How to Use the Dictionary/Thesaurus While Composing and
Revising
The online Dictionary/Thesaurus in DIWE can be a useful resource for your students, as long as
they don’t become more focused on the dictionary than on the writing task. Show your students
how to use the Daedalus resources by demonstrating the way the tool works, explaining the
categories of words that appear and what the details in the window mean. It’s also useful to
model the way a writer uses a dictionary and a thesaurus while writing—demonstrate when it is
helpful to consult the tools, when to note that you want to look something up later, and when to
relax internal editors altogether and simply compose. Knowing how to use the interface is just as
important as knowing how to interpret the words it displays. If students are relying on the
Dictionary primarily for spelling help, discuss the capabilities of the program’s word processor
and when to give attention to editorial details.
Dictionaries vary widely, and attention to these differences can be a good way to help writers
begin considering issues of word choice. Compare the differences between several dictionaries
to help students discuss the importance of evaluating their options and making an intelligent
choice when using a dictionary or thesaurus. Your students are probably carrying their own print
dictionaries (perhaps English-only, perhaps a two-language dictionary). Ask your students to get
out their dictionaries, and supplement the pool with any dictionaries you have on hand. Have
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everyone look up the same term, and read the differing definitions aloud. Talk about how they
vary and what the differences mean for writers consulting the books.
An equally useful exercise is to consult a thesaurus, trying several of the options the resource
lists. Use the opportunity to discuss diction issues further by talking about which of the words is
appropriate for the sentence you’re considering, which seem inappropriate—and more
importantly what you think about in order to tell the difference.
Be Sure Students Understand the Difference Between Attractive Printouts and
Good Writing
Write, like any word processor, can produce a printout with a polished appearance. Students can
easily confuse a finished appearance with a good text. Help your students learn the difference.
Talking about your grading methods and what you look for in a good paper can help your
students begin to understand. Publicly “grading” sample student essays can be a good way to
introduce the issues involved.
You might help students understand the difference between attractive printouts and good writing
by making analogies to other places where the appearance and substantive content are
different—advertising and product packaging can be good places to start. Just because an
advertisement or package makes a product look good, it’s no guarantee the product or content is
good. Most students, regardless of their background, will have had an experience with a product
of this sort. Even if they haven’t, these sorts of examples are easy to come by. Bring in a box of
tasteless cookies in a fancy package or a similar product, and share them with your class to make
the point clear. Obviously, you don’t want students to think attractive printouts don’t matter; but
with some discussion and similar examples of analogous situations, you can help them
understand that an attractive printout alone won’t make a text good.

Using Respond with ESL Writers
Set Guidelines for Feedback to Avoid Damaging Writers’ Self-Confidence
A writer’s self-confidence is a fragile thing—regardless of the kind of writer involved. If
anything, the ESL writer’s self-confidence is even more fragile than that of the students who
uses English as their first language. These students can easily be discouraged in their initial
attempts to write in English if their work is greeted by harsh feedback, or criticism that is
directed toward the writer.
One good way to avoid this situation is to ask students to brainstorm about things they like and
dislike when readers respond to their papers. From the brainstormed list, students can extract
several rules or guidelines everyone in the class agrees to follow.
Another way to help your writers is to provide them with a list yourself. The following
guidelines are a good starting point:
•

Use “I” rather than “you.” Rather than saying, “You don’t make sense,” say something
like, “I am confused here. I don’t understand the connection between your first paragraph
and your second paragraph.” make the connection.”
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•

Make your comments specific. Use specific references to the paper. Instead of saying “I
like this,” be specific about what you like. Say something like “I like the way you describe
the colors and smells in the bakery.” Instead of saying “I don’t understand,” go on to explain
what you don’t understand (“I don’t understand why the place was sad. Why was it sad?”)

•

Be aware of the writer’s feelings. Focus criticism on the paper rather than on the writer, and
focus positive feedback on the writer. Rather than stating a criticism, “You need to say more
about what made the place so lonely,” say something like, “I wanted to know more about
why the place was lonely. I wanted to see more details on what made it seem isolated.” On
the other hand, instead of praising the paper or its parts by saying “This includes great
details,” tell the writer he or she has done a good job by saying, “I think you’ve done a great
job of including details that help me understand why the hospital was lonely.”

Provide Initial Preparation for Peer Reviews to Ease Anxiety
Be sure your students know when they will be sharing their drafts with their classmates so that
they are completely prepared. Springing peer review sessions on them may result in unnecessary
anxiety. Be sure your syllabus or class assignments identify peer review sessions. Tell writers
what they need to have prepared (a complete rough draft? a thesis statement and outline? an
introduction?). Further, discuss how the peer review process will work at least a class in advance
so that students know what to expect. If you use consistent methods for peer review, you need to
do less and less preparation for the sessions as the class term progresses (though you’ll still need
to be sure students are told in advance when the peer review sessions will occur).
And Prepare Students for Individual Teacher-Student Conferences
Follow a similar process to prepare students for individual conferences—describe what will
happen in a student-teacher conference session in advance and tell students what you will expect
them to have with them and the kind of information they will need to be able to discuss.
The more consistency between peer review sessions and individual conferences, the easier the
process will probably be. For your class, they’ll know they can expect all readers to behave in
certain ways, doing certain expected things. Your feedback in individual conferences can also
provide a model for feedback in peer review sessions, helping your students respond to their
peers more effectively.
A series of questions like those included in the Slang Lesson Plan can help prepare students by
asking them to think about their writing process and their work in the class before they come to
your office (see page 55).
Demonstrate How to Manage Multiple Windows
To use Respond effectively, your students will need to have the document they are reading and
the Respond window open at the same time. It’s likely they will also open a Class Assignment
window or even a Mail window (if you post instructions in Mail or if students are mailing
feedback to each other). Students may have some difficulty juggling all these windows smoothly.
Demonstrating for the class or for small groups of students can help this exercise go more
smoothly. Show students how to use the Cascade, Minimize, and Restore commands, and make
sure they realize they can copy text from the document they are reviewing and paste it into the
Respond window when necessary (they don’t have to retype passages).
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Talk About How to Use Respond Feedback. Provide Students Some Strategies for
Using Peer Feedback
Students may need some guidance on how to use peer feedback. You might discuss how to read
suggestions and brainstorm revising strategies for students to use on their own papers. Working
with a model paper, for example, as a group can help students understand how to begin revision
on their own papers.
Some of the questions should be clear to your students. They should already know how to react
to a question such as “What advice would you give to the writer of this paper?” A useful
response to other questions may be less obvious. Consider this question from the Description
Lesson Plan: “Imagine you were in the place the paper describes. How do you feel? How would
you react to the place?” Talk with your students about how you might use the response to such a
question. For this question, you could suggest that writers consider the reaction they wanted their
reader to have to the description to the reaction that is included in the peer review.
Support the Peer Responses Your Students Share with One Another
Many ESL students believe that only the teacher is qualified to give criticism on their writing.
These students usually have little faith in peer review commentary. An especially effective
strategy is to read the feedback your students have given one another. After you’ve read the
commentary, send your own reaction along to the writer; by supporting the ideas the peer
reviewer gives, you can urge writers to take the peer comments more seriously. This process
shows students that the peer review is valuable as the teacher has made similar observations or
extended the ideas in the peer commentary.

Using Mail and InterChange with ESL Writers
Be Up Front About the Requirements for Public, Shared Discussion for Your
Class
Announce the requirements for discussion in Mail and InterChange during your first class
meetings. ESL students who are extremely uncomfortable with sharing their drafts and writing
may prefer a class without a large public writing component. By explaining the requirements for
the course early in the term, you give students an opportunity to change to another class where
they will be more comfortable.
Take Advantage of Collaborative Work to Help Students Develop Rhetorical Skills
They Can Use Independently
These lesson plans rely on small group work frequently. Collaboration is a big part of the DIWE
classroom. After all, one of the pedagogical theories implicit in DIWE is collaborative learning.3
Collaborative work encourages participation and engagement while helping students develop
critical thinking skills and language strategies. Collaborative learning gives the ESL writer the
opportunity to create personal knowledge by negotiating through language—students deal with a
variety of issues and different rhetorical situations.
3

The underlying tenets of collaborative learning and their relationship to DIWE are explored in Section 3.0 of the
Instructor’s Guide.
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And this collaborative work helps students develop skills they can use in their individual work.
As Vygotsky tells us, “That which lies in the zone of proximal development at one stage is
realized and moves to the level of actual development at a second. In other words, what the child
is able to do in collaboration today he will be able to do independently tomorrow.” (Vygotsky in
Rieber and Carton, p. 211)
Create Small Groups for Collaborative Work and Discussion Ahead of Time if
Possible
Students in your classes will need to divide into these smaller groups to discuss various issues
related to the writing assignment. You can allow students to create their own groups, dividing
into groups of three to five students.
With ESL students, however, it can be more effective to structure groups based on students’
cultural background, education, and skills in English. Because of differentiation among the skills
and capabilities that writers from different cultural backgrounds bring to the classroom, groups
that are created based on cross-cultural groupings can be more effective than homogenous
groups students are likely to create based on their friendships and identification with others from
a similar background. In mixed groups, you can structure things so that different students bring
different know-how to share—whether it be how to use count/non-count nouns, how to construct
papers based on the scientific model, or how to incorporate the kinds of details necessary in
different types of writing.
Demonstrate the Ways in Which Mail and InterChange Allow Students to Maintain
Their Monitors and Still Participate in the Class
Unlike oral discussion in traditional classes, computer-mediated communication in the Daedalus
classroom gives ESL students time to compose and review their words before sharing them with
classmates. Students learning a second language monitor their communication—often to the
extent that their speech includes starts and stops, silences while the speaker searches for the right
word, and obvious indications of difficulty with pronunciation. Because these students often take
this time before participating, they may not say all they want. Worse yet, they may never enter
the conversation at all, either because they are unsure of themselves or because the discussion
has moved on by the time they are ready to speak.
In Mail and InterChange, writers can compose their comments privately, reviewing them before
sending them to the public discussion forum. Explain and demonstrate how these two modules
work—so that students realize they can work at their own pace, applying the rules within their
monitor, and still participate in the flow of discussion.
While Urging Writers to Work within Their Comfort Zone, Suggest That They
Relax Monitors That Block Their Participation in the Class
While your students should understand that InterChange and Mail allow them to maintain the
internal editors and monitors that are a part of their language-learning strategies, encourage them
not to let these monitors interfere with their participating in the class. Remind students that
messages to InterChange and Mail sessions need not be final, perfect statements—that they can
be revised and rethought. Ask students to focus on invention and development before working on
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correctness. To help students understand, you might demonstrate the process of moving an idea
in an InterChange transcript to a rough draft, where it can be revised and polished.
Explore the Ways in Which InterChange Discussion Skills Can Transfer to Oral
Discussion Skills
Mail and InterChange foster language use that can transfer to oral discussion. Martha Pennington
explains, “Writing on a network is another type of communicative process that may be especially
valuable for non-native writers. Here, the form of writing approaches the give-and-take of
conversation, which naturally stimulates a fluent and unplanned form of production requiring
negotiation of meaning and the creative construction of language to build an effective
interaction” (86).
A good first step is to work with transcripts of InterChange sessions and printouts of Mail
messages. Ask students to read their writing orally in class, in small groups, or even in private
conferences. You might ask students to read their own comments, somewhat like a script for a
play. Alternately, you might try what Rick Monroe describes as a “Quaker Read Around” (15).
Ask students to consider the transcript for an InterChange session or read all the Mail messages
in a particular conference or transcript; then, ask them to read aloud in class any passages or
ideas that are important or meaningful to them. Students can read, listen, reflect silently, and
respond to the passages.
In oral class discussion, refer to comments students have made in InterChange or Mail
discussion—ask them to expand on their ideas in the oral setting. And do the opposite—ask
students to discuss online ideas they have discussed orally. Create connections between the two
kinds of discussion that will promote transferring skills from one arena to the other.
Discuss the Immediacy and Relevancy of Audience. Set Ground Rules for Class
Discussion
Using Daedalus InterChange or Daedalus Mail sessions, writers can exchange messages with
each other in text—classroom discussion goes on-line and students write to each other practicing
the writing and communications skills the course focuses on. This immediate response from the
student-audience encourages clarity of expression. Switching from writing for the teacher to
writing for a community of readers encourages students to work on true meaning-making. And
when the writer’s meaning is not communicated, the reader can ask for clarification
immediately—making the use of the right word or phrase to communicate an idea relevant and
meaningful.
To generate this sort of meaning-based interaction in your classroom, talk with your ESL
students about acceptable responses. In the same way you set ground rules for peer review (see
p. 14), talk about rules for class discussion. Your goal is both to make sure that writers’ selfconfidence is not damaged and to encourage readers to make useful commentary. Students can
and should ask questions when they need more information to understand the point a writer tries
to make, but it’s important they follow guidelines for fair and supportive discussion.
Setting these ground rules helps avoid situations where students respond in hurtful ways. There’s
a tendency to think of computer-based texts and discussion areas as non-human, as somehow
removed from other people. Reminding students to remember there are humans writing and
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reading their text in Mail and InterChange is a good place to start. It’s easy for students,
regardless of their background, to forget that the words and ideas scrolling by on their computer
screens are expressions of their classmates. One additional rule helps a great deal: never write
anything in a Mail or InterChange session that would be inappropriate to say to someone in a
traditional class discussion.
Realize that Students May Be Uncomfortable with Open Discussion
Remember that ESL students are often extremely uncomfortable with the decentered classroom
(see p. 9). Discussion in Mail and InterChange is quite different from the teacher-controlled
question and answer format typically used in the traditional classroom. In addition to discomfort
with the structure and flow of discussion, your ESL students are likely to be uneasy with the
content of these discussions.
With Mail and InterChange, discussion usually shifts from a model where a teacher expounds the
correct and true material the students need to know—the sage on stage model—to a model where
the teacher suggests discussion topics and urges everyone in the class to introduce ideas on an
equal basis. As Jocelyn Steer explains, “Generally speaking, your ESL students will not be as
comfortable with the open discussion format in which American students feel free to express
their opinions, whether or not those opinions align with the professor’s” (7). There are several
methods that can help you create a more structure in these decentered discussions:
•

Provide a discussion starter. The lesson plans included in this collection provide short
discussion seeds—introductory questions that provide a focal point for the discussion. These
discussion starters help provide the teacher’s voice at the beginning of the session, just as the
teacher’s voice would provide the first instructions for discussion in a traditional classroom.

•

Set an agenda for the discussion. As you move to InterChange and Mail, set a clear outline
for the events you expect to occur. Tell students how long you expect them to discuss the
issue, what you expect them to accomplish during the discussion, and what will happen when
the discussion comes to a stopping point. The Class Assignment is a good place to forecast
this information. The Class Assignments that are included with this collection tell students
specifically what to expect, providing this kind of structure.

•

Use oral announcements to help keep the discussion on track. While the discussion is
taking place online, there’s no reason everything has to take place online. Provide oral
reminders while the discussion is going on—announce when there are only a few more
minutes left in the session, and tell students to make their last comments. Finally, once the
session is over, remind them orally what they are to do next. Making these announcements
orally is probably more effective than typing them in InterChange or Mail since you’ll find
your students are not likely to all be at the same place in the InterChange transcript or
reading the same message in Mail. By making these announcements orally, you can ensure
everyone is aware of the announcement. NOTE: If you have deaf or hearing-impaired
students, oral announcements are not going to be an effective strategy. Work with these
students to find the best method to ensure they are aware of the class’s direction.

•

Participate in the discussions yourself. Synthesize and refocus as necessary. It’s probably
best to enter the discussion with your students and share your comments, supporting and
refocusing the conversation. A pointed comment such as “What about the dark colors in the
passage?” or “Did you understand all the words the author used?” can refocus the discussion
quickly and easily. You can also post support that focuses on a particular student: “What
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about Natividad’s observation that the conclusion didn’t seem to conclude all the issues
raised in the paper? Did you feel that the conclusion pulled the ideas together? What advice
would you give the writer?” If it works better for you, add these comments orally—oral
commentary is especially useful if you’ve been moving about the classroom reading over
students’ shoulders rather than sitting at a workstation yourself.
•

Return to InterChange transcripts and Mail messages later in class to talk about the
discussion protocols students followed. Going over transcripts and responses early in the
term can allow you to point out the sorts of interaction and commentary you want students to
use. These early transcripts can be models for your students. If you prefer, you can use a
transcript from another semester—making it easier to point out effective and ineffective
strategies without calling out particular students. Be sure to change the names of the students
in transcripts you pull from your archive to protect students’ privacy—even though the
writers are not in the current class, students in your current class may know the writers.

Provide Students the Opportunity to Prepare for Discussion When Possible
ESL students will do better in online discussion if they have the opportunity to think about the
issues they will discuss ahead of the actual discussion period. Steer details her personal
experience with allowing this sort of preparation time:
I have found that ESL students need more time to prepare their ideas than most
American students. When I have assigned a discussion topic ahead of time, and
given students related readings, their participation in class usually increases. If
possible, allow students an incubation period before requiring them to speak. You
can ask students to explore a topic in writing first, or in pairs or small groups,
before you discuss the topic as a class. Since some ESL students may not be
comfortable interrupting other students in a discussion, try having students state
their ideas one by one, without being interrupted. (49-50)
To help your students prepare along the lines Steer suggests, tell your students at least a class
ahead of time that there will be an online discussion and what that discussion will focus on. Tell
students what you will expect them to write about and what the purpose of the discussion is.
A particularly effective strategy is not only to tell students in advance what the discussion will
focus on, but also to ask them to prepare their first comment on the topic before class. Announce
the topic and ask students to write a paragraph in reaction for homework. Ideally, ask them to
compose their paragraph using a word processor or to type their paragraph using a word
processor before the class meeting begins. Have them save the paragraph to a floppy diskette
using plain text format (formatting will not be copied to InterChange or Mail messages, so Text
is the best choice).
When your students come to class, have them open the file using the Write word processor, use
the Select All command to highlight the entire text, and then choose the Copy command to place
a copy of the paragraph in the program’s clipboard. Have them move to InterChange or Mail
(whichever you’ve chosen for the discussion) and use the Paste command to paste the text into a
message. In Mail, students could bypass the process of copying and pasting their paragraph by
opening Mail, choosing the Send button to create a new Mail message, and using the Import
Text button to import their file.
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Use Active Inquiry Techniques When You Participate in Discussion with Students
As you participate in the online discussion with your students, it is important to use the same
kind of active inquiry techniques you would use in oral discussion. The decentered, collaborative
learning space that is created in InterChange and Mail can be subverted if you ask questions that
undermine or limit the students’ meaning making. Follow these guidelines:
•

Ask questions that require students to respond at length—avoid questions that can be
answered with a simple “yes” or “no.” Students who have difficulty understanding the
questions may opt for a simple “yes” or “no” rather than discussing the ideas and actively
working to understand. Ask questions that require thinking, reflecting on what has already
been said, and expanding on the ideas that have been shared.

•

Urge students to ask their own questions. When you set your ground rules for the
discussion, talk about questions that are useful to ask. Try to make it clear that students need
not have an “answer” to participate. Let them know it’s important to ask questions if they
don’t understand the issues or want to know more about an issue someone has introduced.

•

Give students plenty of time to respond. Remember that your students are reading at
different paces. You can’t expect an immediate reply. Students will generally address the
seed question you post at the beginning of the conference, but as the conferences move on,
direct responses may slow down.

•

Avoid answering questions yourself—encourage your students to answer the questions and
think for themselves. Students are likely to look to the teacher for “the answers”; instead of
providing answers, point to others in class. Ask other students to respond to the issues at
hand or to comment on the ideas others have posted.

•

Ask students to paraphrase and summarize the ideas periodically. You might end
sessions by asking specific students to pull threads from the discussion together. When they
paraphrase and summarize, students will let you know what they understand (and what they
are still unsure of) by the details they include.
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4
4. Personal Interviews
Topic for the Lesson
Sharing personal background information, to inform the assignments and discussion of other
writing in the class, and to share cultural information that may help you focus lessons on areas
students can write about and discuss comfortably.

Purpose
This lesson plan gives writers a chance to share background information, strengthening the sense
of community in the classroom. Further, writers will share details about their educational
background, helping the teacher learn about the literacy skills the students have acquired.

Pedagogical Notes
Knowing about your students’ background helps you focus lessons on issues they’re interested in
and helps you provide analogies and comparisons they’ll understand. With ESL students this
kind of knowledge is extremely important for two reasons:
•

It’s inevitable that some writing and discussion topics will deal with unfamiliar topics.
Cultural differences can make these ideas difficult for ESL students to understand, or worse
yet, these topics may alienate these writers. It’s important to link the ideas and topics that are
considered in class to your students’ background. Equally, it’s important to introduce themes
and ideas that reinforce the students’ heritage and background. These personal interview
questions can provide you with details on the students that can help make connections
between unfamiliar topics and the students’ cultural heritage and personal experiences.

•

Research has shown that the literacy skills ESL students learn in their first language can
transfer to the second language. By asking writers to share information about their education,
the languages they know, and the writing they have done, you can gain valuable knowledge
about your students. For instance, if writers have strong prewriting skills in the first
language, you can suggest that these same skills will apply in English. On the other hand, if
your writers have few prewriting skills, you’ll know that focusing on invention probably will
help your students.

Possible Class Plans
Peer Interview and Introductions
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First, writers brainstorm on their own cultural and educational background; then, they’ll work in
pairs to write an introduction of one another to the classmates. Introductions could be posted
using the Turn In a Document command or posted in Mail or InterChange sessions. You might
give writers some guidelines on structuring the interviews they compose.
Self-Introduction to Peers
Students can write their own introduction (rather than writing an introduction for their partners).
First, students would complete the series of Invent questions. Next, they revise, creating
transitions and smooth phrasing. Once the introduction is completed, it could be posted using the
Turn In a Document command or posted in Mail or InterChange sessions. Again, writers
probably will need some help structuring the introduction. You might suggest beginning with a
personal anecdote or a surprising fact about themselves. Example introductions can be helpful.
It’s can be useful to answer the questions in the series yourself and write your own introduction.
Self-Introduction to the Teacher Only
Students write their own introduction and share their texts with the teacher in Private Mail
messages or print their introductions and turn them in on paper. Working individually is best if
students are uncomfortable sharing personal information with others in the class. It may also be
best if class time for working together is limited since students can complete more of the work
outside the classroom (e.g., writing and perhaps even typing their rough drafts as homework).
Grading Options
This personal introduction should be assigned early in the term. It’s likely that making the
assignment fairly informal will help students relax. Making this assignment ungraded or graded
as an informal writing is probably the best option—especially since students may think that
lower grades on this assignment is a grade for their life and achievements rather than the writing.
When students are writing about their peers’ backgrounds, so much of the content relies on what
classmates have shared. Formal grades on these documents can also be hard for students,
especially when communication between peers from different backgrounds may influence the
students’ ability to find exciting and entertaining details to share.

Content Modules
Content
Filename: ESL Personal Interview.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: If you’re uncomfortable answering any
question in this series, just skip the question. Don’t
reveal information about yourself you are not
completely sure you will be comfortable with others
knowing. Go ahead to the next question.
Explanation: We all have private information
about ourselves that we don’t want to share with
others. It’s fine to have boundaries. Just move on
to the next question if you don’t want to share the
answer to a question in this series.
Question: What is your personal background--when
24

Comments
It’s important to recognize that your
students may have information about
themselves they are not comfortable
sharing. It may be that there is
something in their background they
don’t want others to know about.
With the range of cultures and
national backgrounds that are often
represented in the ESL classroom,
it’s very possible that some students
will be unable or unwilling to share
some details because of political
reasons or because of the reactions
others in the class may have in
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Content
were you born? Where were you born? Do you have
brothers? Sisters? Cousins? Tell us about your family
and yourself.
Explanation: TV and movies about life in
America make it look as though everyone’s family
is made up of a mother, a father, and two or three
children. Families have a wide range of members,
though. You may have lived with your
grandparents. You might have been reared by a
very large family, where you and your parents
lived with your uncles and aunts. Or you could
have been reared by someone other than your
parents. Tell us something about your family and
where you fit (are you the oldest? the youngest?)
Question: Where have you lived? How long have you
lived in these places?
Explanation: Can you name all the cities and
towns in your native country in which you lived?
What about places in other countries?
Question: What is your native language? What other
language do you speak or read?
Explanation: Although you’re learning about the
English language in this class, you’re already a
language expert. You already know at least one
language, and what you know about one language
will help you learn another language. Tell us what
your language background is--what languages do
you know and how well do you know them?
Question: What is your educational background?
Explanation: Where did you go to school? What
schools have you attended? Do you have any
college degrees? What have you studied in school-what is your major? What courses have you
taken? What are your career goals? Do you plan to
earn a master’s or doctoral degree?
Question: What is your background in English studies?
Explanation: When did you begin to study
English? How have you learned what you know
about the language? Remember that there are lots
of ways to learn a language. You’ve probably
taken some courses, but there are probably other
ways you’ve learned about English--share what
you can about your background.
25

Comments
response. Make sure your students
know that this is an exercise where it
is OK to skip questions.
You might edit this exercise,
deleting or adding questions that are
appropriate for your mix of students.
Use the PromptManager program
to make changes. You’ll find
instructions in the Instructor’s Guide
or in the online Teacher Help under
the Help menu in the program.

Personal Interviews
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Content

Comments

Question: How do you compose papers? What steps do
you follow when you write? What do you do first?
What’s next?
Explanation: Do you do the same thing every
time you write? How do you gather ideas? How do
you choose the focus for your paper? Do you write
notes on paper with pen or pencil? Do you work
with a computer right away? How many times do
you read a paper before you turn it in? What do
you do to revise your papers? Do you use a spell
checker or grammar checker?
Question: What do you like to do when you have free
time?
Explanation: Do you have hobbies? Do you read
books? Do you like to go to the movies? Maybe
you like to play sports with a team, or maybe you
like an individual sport. Do you like to listen to
music? What kind of music do you prefer? Do you
like to travel?
Question: Is there anything else about yourself that you
would like to share?
Explanation: Skip this question if there’s nothing
more you want to add, but if there’s something
about yourself that you want to tell others in class
to help them get to know you, this is the place to
put it.
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Chapter

5
5. Abstracts and Smaller Summary
Capsules
Topic for the Lesson
Guided practice in reading for and writing two kinds of summaries.
First, attention will be focused on writing stand-alone summaries (abstracts of lengthy articles)
and then on writing much shorter summary capsules of selected ideas from a long reading that
will be integrated into their own source papers.
The Invent and Respond prompts in this lesson are generic, but the students for whom these
prompts were written used S. I. Hayakawa’s Language in Thought and Action. The sequences
should work with any text, however. The specific Mail conference in Class Four would need
adjusted for the text your students are using.

Purpose
This series helps students observe and maintain the distinction between a) distilling a text to
capture its essence and b) applying the tools of analysis and evaluation to the same text when its
ideas are examined and used for the student writer’s purposes. The activities serve two
overriding purposes:
1. To improve reader/writer reliability in capturing and transmitting information accurately.
2. To practice integrating short summary segments into academic source writing for support,
interpretation and amplification.
For less advanced students, you can substitute the basic summary exercises or re-arrange and
modify the plan, using the basic summary exercises, to suit your students’ needs.
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Sequence of Events
Part I. Stand Alone Summary Writing (Abstract Writing)
Class
Class One
Outside the DIWE Classroom
Class Two
In the DIWE classroom
Homework
Class Three
In the DIWE classroom
Homework

Activities
Discussion of a challenging essay or chapter of a book
assigned to everyone in the class.
Complete an Invent sequence, ESL Abstract or Summary,
focused on summarizing the essay discussed in the face-toface session. Revise answers and submit using Turn In a
Document command.
Peer review of abstracts by a team (made up of three students)
using a Respond sequence, ESL Abstract or Summary.
Discuss reading and writing errors in InterChange subconferences. Draw conclusions about the errors, and post to
class InterChange conference.
Write abstract outside of class and submit hard copy.

Part II. Integrating Shorter Summary Items in Source Papers
Class
Class Four
In the DIWE classroom
Class Five
In the DIWE classroom

Activities
Use Mail to write a short (250-500 word) response to a
writing prompt that requires an argument reply, including at
least two summarized ideas as support for the position and
one direct quote from the same specific text.
Use Mail for exchange and peer review of critiques.

Using the DIWE Modules
DIWE Module
Class Assignment
Invent
Write
Respond
Mail
InterChange
BiblioCite®

How and Why You’ll Use It
Use it at the beginning of every class in the DIWE classroom
to set the agenda for the session.
Use the ESL Abstract or Summary sequence to gather details
about the reading (used throughout the rest of the semester
whenever summary writing is necessary).
Writers open the plain text files of their Invent work, and
rewrite and rearrange the material to polish up their abstracts.
Use the ESL Abstract or Summary series to complete peer
review of another writer’s summary.
Use for posting critiques and abstracts.
Discussion of group critiques of abstracts.
(Optional) Add a bibliographical citation for short source
argument.
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Pedagogical Notes
In a simplified way, this series supports students as they work through the first three stages of a
critical thinking process and as they maneuver between these questions:
•

What does it say?

•

What does it mean?

•

What does it matter?

These are challenging issues for ESL students since the questions focus attention on reading
comprehension while simultaneously concentrating on English language arrangement. For many
ESL students, the scientific or inductive arrangement used in most informative and persuasive
pieces is new or unfamiliar. Further, the notions of transition and of connection building can be
strange to students from Asian cultures where readers are expected to make connections and
draw inferences on their own. This assignment examines transition in other texts to help students
become accustomed to English-language arrangement and rhetorical techniques.
While this lesson is constructed for early in the semester, as evidenced by the overview on using
the computer lab, the Invent and Respond prompts could be used at any point during the term.
Students writing research papers might complete the sequences for the works they will include in
their final document. If your class includes reading journals, entries might consist of answering
the Invent series for every reading. While the prompts are focused on particular readings in this
lesson, they are fairly universal, making them suitable for many writing tasks.

Content Modules
Content
Filename: <No File>
The Class before DIWE Lab
Discussion of a challenging essay or chapter of a book
assigned to everyone in the class. The students are
exposed to a mixture of content analysis and student
response to the text. In the lab period when they write,
they will have to separate class responses and opinions
from the author’s actual text.
1) Face-to-face discussion to elicit content of a chapter
or essay as well as individual reaction to the ideas.
This mixture of content reporting and reaction and
interpretation is an essential step in having students
recognize the bleeding of bias and opinion into
abstract writing.
2) Prepare students with overheads for the first trip to
the Computer Writing Room (15 min. maximum).
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Comments
This class plan begins with work in
a non-computer classroom, using
traditional oral discussion.
This assignment sequence is
completed early in the term, so
preparation to use the computers is
included. If your class has used
computers already, you should skip
step two here.
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Content
Filename: Summary Class Asg 1.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Abstract Writing
Today we take the first major step in preparing
ourselves for academic research writing—writing
abstracts of other people’s whole works. You are
already familiar with the idea of making summaries; you
probably made one the last time you told a friend about
a movie or a novel you had read. You may even have
added a few elements to the story line and thrown in
your interpretation of the story as well. But in academic
summary or abstract writing, a few important rules
come into play that aren’t observed in casual summaries
like that. And playing by those rules takes a little selfexamination and then a little practice. This series of lab
visits is designed to help you walk through those two
preparatory stages.

Comments
This class assignment sets the
formatting for all assignments in this
class. By choosing a specific
structure and order for the
assignments, the teacher helps
students know what to expect and
where to find the details in the
documents.

The assignment format that Liggett
follows shows sensitivity to
students’ awkwardness with screen
limitations. To be sure that her
students realize that the text
continues, Liggett includes the
words “SCROLL DOWN” to
remind students that there is more
text than that which appears on
This period we will use Invent and follow some screen.
reading/writing prompts to help us in developing an
abstract of (your text) by (your author). Keep your Preparation. To prepare for this
books handy and use them intensely; you can’t write an class, you’ll need to set up the
conferences in Mail. Use the Create
abstract from memory!
a Conference command under the
Mail menu to create the subWriting Your Abstract in Invent
Open the ESL Abstract or Summary prompt conference “Abstract Critiques” Be
series in Invent and complete all the prompts. Click on sure that the name in the class
Explain for a fuller direction (Explain helps a lot.) assignment you post matches the
name you use when you create the
SCROLL DOWN
conference (e.g., if you don’t use
“Abstract Critiques,” change the
Then do this:
a) When you finish, save your work on your own name for the conference in the Class
diskette. It will automatically be saved as a .txt file so Assignment file).
you can open it in Write to use the prompts and your
Class Session. The class period has
responses to polish up your abstract.
a lot to accomplish: students use
b) Open this saved .txt prompt file from your diskette Invent, Write, and Mail; and they
and work in Write. Continue to work on developing the prepare to do homework that uses
abstract. Cut, paste and add, etc. Your abstract when Respond. Depending upon your
finished should not exceed 250 words (one printed page, schedule and the know-how of your
students, you might break these
double-spaced).
activities into more than one class.
For instance, rather than having
c) Save your abstract using <your initials + abs1.txt>
students work in Respond for
(example in my case= < SSLabs1.txt>)
homework, you might devote the
d) Turn in your Abstract using Utilities Menu ==>Turn next class session to the activities in
the Respond module—and, of
30
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Content
in a Document.

Comments
course, if students do not have
access to the lab any time other than
Independent LABWORK: Critiquing Your Partner’s when the class meets, the Respond
Abstract
exercises could not be completed as
a) Retrieve your partner’s Abstract using Utilities ==> homework.
Read a Document
Note that if time or access dictates,
b) Open Respond Prompt series ESL Abstract or you might also use the questions in
the Invent or Respond sequences to
Summary.
compose a printed worksheet that
c) To read and respond, tile the two windows vertically students could complete without
computers.
using Windows==>Tile.
d) Save your Respond notations on your own diskette
for next class session. So bring your disk to the lab!
e) Mail a private copy of your Respond notes to your
partner (copy and paste into a mail message). MAIL
WHERE? Just go to Mail and look under Conferences
for “Abstract Critiques.” Mail your critiques in this
conference only. (Here’s where you’ll find critiques of
your work, too.)
If you want a hard copy of this portion of the Summary
project, select Print from the File menu now.
Filename: ESL Abstract or Summary.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: Since you have read the text at least once, try
writing a single sentence that summarizes the whole
text. This won’t be easy, but trying it will pay off. This
won’t be easy, but trying it will pay off.
Explanation: To help yourself focus on this
purpose, look for the author’s thesis--either early
on or at the end of the piece--and put those
thoughts in your own words. In fact, imagine you
are the author and are condensing your own work
for your readers. Writing from this perspective will
help you avoid wordy references to the author and
the author’s point of view. But be very careful
about word choice. Your summary needs to be
clear as well as brief.
Question: Return to the beginning of the reading and
look for groups or clusters of paragraphs that are
focused on the same aspect of the topic. When you find
31

This exercise takes about 40
minutes.
Students write a condensation of the
essay or chapter discussed in the
previous class by following an
Invent Prompt Series written for
this module.
They are aware of this abstract
writing task, but they do not know
the exact prompts they will follow.
The script from their prompt
responses should be easily and
quickly converted into a stand-alone
summary. Students use Turn in a
Document command once they’ve
finished to share their abstracts with
their groups.
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them, record that aspect of the topic and write down the
main point or points for it. Depending on the length of
the text, you should have about 4 or more of these
aspects.

Comments

Explanation: Sounds like writing an outline,
doesn’t it? V-e-r-y close. You are abstracting the
essence of the topic, part by part. Have you found
the aspect of the topic that controls each cluster of
related paragraphs? Are your main points key
points, or did an example or minor point slip into
your list?
Question: In the end of the text does the author include
a “so what?” in the conclusion? What does the author
say about why the subject or this aspect of the subject is
so important?
Explanation: It’s really a help to hunt down this
“so what” statement. Capture the writer’s idea in
your own words, and use it at the end of the
abstract. Be careful not to add your own opinion at
this time; it may be, however, that your opinion by
now coincides with the author’s.
Filename: ESL Abstract or Summary.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: To what extent is the abstract written in clear
and unambiguous language that you can follow?
Explanation: Does sentence structure or word
choice interfere with your understanding the topic
and main points of the text? Are any key words too
abstract or too concrete to capture the writer’s
points?
Question: Is the abstract written “about” the text or
author, or is it written as if the author condensed his/her
own original work?
Explanation: One way to save words and to get to
core ideas is to assume the role of writer and to
concentrate on condensing those ideas rather than
to “talk about” them and their author.
Question: How would you rate the abstract in
accurately capturing the meaning of the text it
summarized? Identify specifically points that are
inaccurate or that you can’t understand.
Explanation: Here you’ll need to make a delicate
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This exercise also takes about 40
minutes.
Each submitted abstract is reviewed
by two peers using a short Respond
Prompt Series written for this lesson.
These Respond critiques can be
posted privately to in a Mail subconference to their owners when
students finish them, but their
purpose is to be used in the next
Daedalus class.
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Content
distinction between problems in writing and
problems in reading. Are there indications that
your partner does not “get” the main points of this
text? (If so, explain those main points to your
partner.) Or are there signs that your partner
understands the reading but made a poor word
choice? Identify the problem words and explain
why they were a problem for you.

Comments

Question: Is the abstract complete enough to capture
the original text from its thesis to its “so what”? What
elements are missing? What elements were included but
you think should not have been?
Explanation: In other words, is your partner’s
abstract accurate, concise, and complete in
capturing the original text?
Filename: Summary Class Asg 2.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Good morning.

Preparation. Set up subconferences and the Main
InterChange conference before the
class meeting. (Alternately, you
Today in InterChange we will discuss and publish the could structure this assignment so
results of our writing and reviewing Abstracts. Please that students work in Mail rather
scroll down to see the final Abstract Writing than InterChange.)
Assignment you’ll write outside of class for a grade. If
Adapt this paper assignment, near
you want a hard copy, select Print from the File menu.
the end of the class assignment, for
your teaching situation—replacing
Here are some steps for you to follow:
the assigned text and the due date
1. Preparation for InterChange: Open your Respond with whatever is appropriate for
files from your disk. You will need to refer to it as well your class.
as cut and paste from it while in InterChange. Review
your Respond remarks or open the Abstract you Class Session. By the time they
meet, students should have read
reviewed to refresh your memory.
critiques of their abstracts and
2. Open InterChange and go to your Group’s Sub- reviewed the critiques they wrote of
Conference: Discuss among yourselves two categories their team’s abstracts. The purpose
of problems you found in your peer’s abstract or of this InterChange session is to
have students confront their own
experienced as you wrote your own.
a) Most serious. Why do you label this problem as reading-writing issues and to
serious? Did it distort the original text? In what way? separate textual meaning from
Did it change the meaning of the original? Did it personal idiosyncratic meaning.
misrepresent the original by adding examples,
illustrations, causes, consequences, steps, details or By the second half of class, students
should have a collection of the
issues?
problems they recognize as theirs
b) Most frequent. Why do you think this error was dumped into the Main InterChange
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committed so often? Was this a writer’s or a reader’s
error? What advice can you give to avoid problems such
as the frequent one you cite here?

Comments
conference; duplication from the
teams should reinforce that these are
not unique problems.

*Remember that you can include problems that you Leave a message in this Main
InterChange conference asking
experienced while writing your abstract.
students to make suggestions about
c) Together create a report for the Main Abstract IC overcoming the problems they
Area. Your report should include your findings and describe there. The entire class will
some recommendations for avoiding the most serious take part in this InterChange during
and frequent errors you’ve found in summary writing. the last half of the class.
Copy your report and paste it into the Main Abstract
Follow-Up. After closing out these
IC Area.
IC conferences, post the Main
Conference in the Mail Abstract
Your Abstract Writing Assignment to be graded
sub-conference. Condense and edit
Using the ESL Abstract or Summary Invent their findings to distribute in the
Prompt Series, write a summary of an assigned essay or face-to-face class so each has a hard
chapter that has not been discussed in class. Review copy.
your own summary against the Main Summary
InterChange inventory of most serious and most
frequent problems in summary writing. Be your own
peer reviewer and use the Respond prompt series you
used to critique your team members.
Print out and submit your Abstract to the instructor for
evaluation.
Assigned text-----> Chapter 11 of Language in Thought
and Action
Due Date----->[You need to fill this in.]
Don’t exceed 250 words, or one page of double-spaced
text. (Remember that the Document Statistics command
in DIWE will tell you how many words you’ve used in
your document.)
Filename: Summary Class Asg 3.rtf
Preparation. Set up Source Paper
Mail conference before the class
Program Module: Class Assignment
meeting.
Good Morning.
Now that we know the rules of good abstract writing, or
writing what we could call a Stand-Alone Summary, a
summary that speaks for itself, we move on to another
academic use of summary material. In research or
source writing, summary material is usually integrated
34

Class Session. In this class, students
are writing to demonstrate their
ability to summarize ideas, to
interpret their relevance to an
argument, and apply them in a
specific context. They are also
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into our writing for the purpose of supporting our thesis
in some way—supplying an example, explaining or
amplifying a complex point, or expressing the point of
view we are opposing.
By now you are all very familiar with Chapters 2 and 11
of Hayakawa’s Language in Thought and Action
because you have written abstracts of each of these.
Today you will be writing your own short argument
paper based on the “The Story of A-town and B-ville: A
Semantic Parable,” which opens PART II of the
Hayakawa text.

Comments
practicing the smooth and stylistic
integration of sources for their own
writing purposes.
You can place the writing prompt
directly within the Source Paper
Mail conference rather than in the
Class Assignment if you desire.

You’ll need to adjust this
assignment for the text and readings
your class is using. Any challenging
essay will do. You could even post a
At the close of the parable, Hayakawa writes:
student essay using the Turn In a
Document command or ask students
P.S. Those who have concluded that the point of the to consider an essay on the World
story is that the Social Worker and the Advertising Wide Web.
Executive were “only arguing about different names for
the same thing” are asked to reread the story and explain
what they mean by (1) “only” and (2) “the same thing.”
Writing Prompt: Explain what you perceive is the
basis of the communication problem between the Social
Worker and the Ad Executive. Include somewhere a
summary of the parable and then use segments from
chapters 2 and 11 (and other chapters from this book
and our other readings on general semantics if you like)
either to explain the Social Worker and the Ad
Executive’s confusion or to support your conclusion
about which one (if either) is correct—or what “correct”
in this context could mean). Of course, include
parenthetical documentation for all references.
Writing Space: We’ll do this composing in Mail in the
sub-conference called Source Paper. Go there now.
Homework: Save a copy of the Mail message
containing your abstract to your floppy diskette.
a) Open the message that contains your abstract.
b) Choose the File ==>Save command.
c) Save your abstract using <your initials + abs2.txt>
(example in my case = <SSLabs2.txt>)
d) Open any other messages that will help you revise
your abstract (such as any messages that gave you
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advice on changes to make).

Comments

Before next class period, revise your abstract, making
any changes necessary to polish and refine your work.
Filename: Summary Class Asg 4.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Good Morning.
Today, we’ll do partner critiques of the abstracts you
began last class period. We will use Mail and follow
some Partner Critique Prompts posted in the Critique
Conference.

Preparation. Create the Critique
Mail conference before class meets,
and, if possible, set up peer review
partners ahead of time so that class
time is not wasted finding readers
(setting partners up ahead of time
also gives you the opportunity to
create pedagogically-useful pairings,
based on first language and literacy
level, for example).

First you’ll submit your revised abstract so that it’s
available for your partners to read.
a) Turn in your Abstract using Utilities Menu ==>Turn Class Session. Use this class period
to give students a chance to revise
In a Document.
their abstracts one final time. While
Once you’ve turned in your abstract, you are ready to students work in pairs, you can work
individually with students as
complete the Partner Critique
a) Retrieve your partner’s Abstract using Utilities ==> necessary.
Read Document
If access to the computer classroom
b) You’ll respond to your partner’s paper in Mail in the during your class period is limited or
if time in your calendar is tight,
sub-conference called Critique. Go there now.
students could complete these
c) Open the Mail message with the subject line “Partner activities out of class, during open
Critique Prompts.” This is the list of questions to lab hours or working with printouts
of the questions.
consider as you critique your partner’s abstract.
d) Use Edit ==> Select All to select the entire “Partner
Critique Prompts” message.
e) Use Edit ==> Copy to copy the prompts.
f) Choose Mail ==> Send Message to create a new Mail
message.
g) Fill in your partner’s name and give the message a
subject line. Click the Private checkbox.
h) Click in the message space and use Edit ==> Paste to
paste the prompts in your new message.
i) Read your partner’s message and respond to the
prompts in your mail message. You can add as much
36
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Comments
text as you need between the questions in the Mail
message.
j) When you’re finished, send the message to your
partner.
Revising Your Own Abstract
Once you’ve finished your partner critique, read the
Mail message your partner has sent you about your own
abstract and revise your arguments as necessary.
Use the BiblioCite module to add a Works Cited list to
your paper.
Print out your final abstract and turn it in by the end of
class.
This exercise takes about 30
Filename: Summary Mail Seed.txt
minutes.
Program Module: Mail
Partner Critique Prompts for Mail
Student partners exchange source
arguments for partner critiquing
Subject Line: Partner Critique Prompts for Mail
using the Turn In A Document
command and share feedback in
Read through your partners’ arguments and let them
private Mail messages.
know the following.
1. What stands out as the thesis, or main claim, of your
partner’s argument?
2. Is each summary point an accurate condensation of
the original idea? (If not, identify which summary point
is a problem and explain why you think it is not
accurately summarized or incorporated.)
3. Has your partner selected the best points to include in
the argument? If not, what other points (or sources)
would have improved this argument?
4. How would you describe the way that your partner
has integrated outside material into the argument? Is this
done smoothly? Awkwardly? Is it done with mechanical
accuracy? Do you have any adjustments or
recommendations for integrating outside material--such
as replacing a summarized point with a direct quote or
vice versa?
5. What do you find most compelling or enlightening
37

When you post this message in Mail,
use the subject line, Partner
Critique Prompts.
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about this argument?

Comments

6. What one overall recommendation you would make
to your partner about improving the argument?
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6
6. Description of a Place
Topic for the Lesson
A descriptive paper, focusing on sensory details. The writer will describe a place for someone
who has never been there, based on personal memory of the location.

Purpose
To help writers move beyond generic descriptions of a location (It was very beautiful. The room
was darker. The sky was blue, etc.). By using a sequence of Invent and Respond questions, the
lesson draws out details that students can combine to draft a paper and provides support and peer
feedback to help writers increase details.

Sequence of Events
Class
Class One

Class Two

Class Three
Class Four

Activities
Introduce the writing assignment and brainstorm places that would be
interesting to share. Read descriptive essays as homework or in class. Share
possibilities in InterChange, and draw up a list of characteristics that help
define a good ‘subject’ for the description. For homework, freewrite on the
place chosen for the essay.
Focus on individual drafting: complete the Invent questions to gather
details about the place, open the file in the word processor and begin
piecing the description together. For homework, continue working on the
document.
Share rough drafts using Mail. Writers read and respond to at least 3 other
drafts. Study buddies trade drafts and complete the Respond sequence.
Focus on grammar and style in revised drafts, writers completing a
Respond sequence for their own papers. Proofread and spellcheck
documents, and submit electronically by the end of the class. (Alternately,
students might revise at home and submit at the beginning of the next
class.)

Using the DIWE Modules
DIWE Module
Class Assignment
Invent

How and Why You’ll Use It
At the beginning of each class to set the activities for the day,
and to announce homework and due dates.
Use a sequence to gather specific, sensory details about the
39
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DIWE Module
Write
Respond
Mail
InterChange
BiblioCite
Document Utilities
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How and Why You’ll Use It
place being described.
Open Text version of Invent sequence, and use for drafting
and revising the description.
Use a sequence for peer review of the details in the
description, and use a checklist sequence to analyze for
trouble spots.
Post rough drafts and general feedback on the drafts.
Discuss qualities of a good description and define community
standards.
Not used for this assignment.
Turn in drafts and/or final version of paper to the network.
For first class, descriptive essays could be posted using the
Turn In a Document command if working with student
essays rather than models in a printed text.

Pedagogical Notes
For many ESL writers, the use (or absence) of specific details in an essay is a matter of cultural
expectations from their first language. For these writers, the necessity in English cultures of
including specific details and support is not natural. The only specifics supporting an assertion
may be opinion, for instance. It’s not necessarily clear to these students that a descriptive paper
needs to go beyond saying “The place is cluttered” to describing the objects that are filling the
space with clutter.
Likewise, these writers may believe a sentence such as “The hospital was sad” includes all the
necessary information, for in some cultures, literacy and communication is based on the
hierarchical mode while English-speaking cultures rely on a scientific model. ESL students have
to be taught that writing in English-speaking cultures relies on a series of details and facts to
support the stated assertions. This lesson plan focuses on helping these students gather
supporting details through a series of Invent questions and provides for peer feedback and selfanalysis through text sharing and Respond sequences.

Content Modules
Content
Filename: Description Class Asg 1.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today we’ll begin work on descriptive papers. You’ve
read several descriptions for homework. Now we will
discuss how the descriptions work, and then you will
begin work on your own paper.
1. Go to InterChange and join the Description
conference for your group:
Group 1: Description 1
Group 2: Description 2
40

Comments
Preparation. Create the
InterChange conferences for your
class: include as many as necessary
to divide your students into groups
of five writers each.
If your groups are not already
divided, you can save class time and
structure pedagogically useful
groupings by assigning groups ahead
of time, rather than allowing
students to create their own
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Group 3: Description 3

Comments
groupings.

2. With your group, begin discussing your homework
readings, following the starter question in the session.

Specific reference to readings isn’t
made here—any descriptive essays
or passages you choose will work
for this assignment.

3. After 20 minutes, your group should have decided on
the three characteristics that seem most important for a
good description.
4. Join the Main InterChange conference. Today’s
leader for your group should post the three
characteristics you’ve chosen to the Main conference.
5. As a whole class, we’ll discuss the characteristics the
groups have chosen. Look particularly for
characteristics that are related. By the end of the
session, we should have a checklist for your descriptive
paper.
Homework
For your writing assignment you will describe a place
you know well. Choose the place you’ll describe for
your paper, and begin thinking about it so you’ll be
ready to begin writing next class period.
You might choose a place from your childhood, a place
you like to go now, or a place you like to visit when you
are at home. Be sure to choose a place you can look at
as you write or a place so strong in your memory that
you won’t need to look at it to describe it.
Filename: Description InterChange
Seed.txt
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
For homework, you read several descriptions, and
you’ve begun thinking about a place you would like to
describe in your paper. Think about the descriptions
you’ve read. What kind of information does a
description need to make sense for readers? To begin,
compose a message that lists three characteristics. We’ll
discuss the characteristics you post and make a list you
can use as a checklist for your own paper.
Filename: Description Class Asg 2.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, you’ll get right to work on your descriptive
paper. You will spend the whole class period working
on your draft.
41

Class Session. Students will spend
the bulk of their time in InterChange
discussion. During the class period
you might visit the sub-conferences
and urge students to make
connections between the essays they
have read and the characteristics
they have chosen.
As students move to the Main
conference, remind them that
repetition among the characteristics
the groups post is not problematic.
Follow-Up. Make transcripts of the
InterChange sessions. Synthesize the
list of characteristics from the Main
conference and post them in a Mail
message to the class to help students
return to the characteristics during
the lesson.
This exercise takes about 20
minutes.
Students reflect on the descriptive
essays they have read and draw
conclusions about the characteristics
that make a good description.

Preparation. If your students have
not used Invent and Write together,
printed instructions on using the
tools and opening files in Write can
help make the class run more
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Comments
smoothly.

1. Go to Invent and complete the ESL Describing
a Place questions. Take your time. Think carefully
about your answers. The information you write in Invent
can move directly into your paper, so all this work will
pay off!
2. Once you’ve finished the Invent series, save your
answers. Use a name made up of your initials plus
“des” (for example, TLGdes)
3. Go to Write and open the *.txt version of your
Invent answers. Your document will show the questions
and the answers you have typed. Begin piecing together
your rough draft by adding information, deleting any
information that seems out of place, and rearranging
information as necessary.
Homework: Continue working on your draft. Have a
complete draft ready to sure with your group next class
period.
Filename: ESL Describing a Place.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: What is the place? Where is it? Just give a
sentence or two that identifies the location.
Explanation: Think of a place you like. It might
be a place you like to go to relax and think, a place
you remember from home, or a place you visited
on a vacation or trip. The place you describe in
your paper should be one you remember well and
want to share with someone else. Don’t choose a
place that is so private you’ll be uncomfortable
sharing details about it with everyone in the class.
For this question, just identify the place you will
describe. Your answer might be a sentence such as
“I will describe a garden near my old school in
Kyoto.” or “My paper will describe the choir loft
in the church I attend.”
Question: What do you see? What objects, plants, or
animals are in the place? What colors do you see?
Explanation: Describing what you see in a place
can be difficult. You probably see a lot, and it’s
hard to know where to start. Think about these
questions: What is the first thing you see in the
place you’re describing? Imagine yourself
standing in your place. What would you see if you
42

Class Session. Students spend the
class period writing. You can work
individually with writers and in
groups, as is appropriate for your
students.
If your students are not familiar with
Invent, you might spend a few
minutes at the beginning of the class
explaining the interface to students
and making sure that they
understand the series of tasks they
are to complete.

This exercise should take at least 40
minutes. Urge students to gather as
many details as possible in Invent.
Students write specific details about
the place they will be describing,
focusing on sensory details and
drawing some conclusions about the
way that they feel about the place.
Make sure that students realize that
the Explain button will provide
them with much more information
about the question, including some
example details.
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looked to the left? What would you see if you
looked to the right? What would you see above
you and below you? What is the biggest object you
see in the room? What is the smallest? Think of
your details as a written photograph, a picture in
words. Try to list all the things that would appear
if you were to take a snapshot of the place.
Question: What do you hear? What would a hidden
microphone record in the place you’re describing?
Explanation: The sounds in a place may be very
obvious. There might be loud pots and pans
clanging in a kitchen, automobile horns beeping
and engines roaring, or children laughing. In other
places, the sounds may be harder to identify, but
there are sounds in even the quietest place. In a
quiet place outside, there might be insects
humming or buzzing, a clock ticking softly, or
people whispering. Think about the things in the
place and the sounds they make to get started on
this question.
Question: What does the air smell like? Is it annoying?
Pleasant? What does it remind you of? Where does the
smell come from--are there blooming flowers? Cooking
food? Cans of oil?
Explanation: There are a lot of ways to describe
the smells in a place. There might be a sweet
aroma like perfume, the odor of burnt food, or a
spicy scent. You might describe the things you
smell using the word “like” or the phrase “as if.”
For example, you might write “It smelled like
burnt rubber” or “The room smelled as if someone
had been spraying perfume.” Try to move past
saying something like “The bakery smelled good”
to including details describing what made the
bakery smell good. For example, you might write
“The smell of baking bread and sweet pastries
made me feel as if I were at home. It smelled just
like the kitchen when my grandmother prepared
for a special family dinner.”
Question: What do you taste? Are you touching
anything?
Explanation: You may not taste or touch anything
in some places, so if this question doesn’t make
sense for the place that you are describing, skip it.
Generally though, there will at least be textures in
a place you can describe. For instance, in a flower
garden, you probably won’t taste anything, but you
43
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could touch the flowers and leaves. There might be
smooth pebbles or large, rough decorative rocks.
There could be a small pool filled with water with
some slippery algae near the edge. If you were
describing a bakery, you might not actually taste
any of the bread or pastries, but you could think
about what they would taste like. For this answer,
think about what the things in the place you’re
describing would feel like if you touched them or
what they would taste like if you tasted them.
Question: How did you get to the place? Are there
people in the place? How many? What are they doing?
Why are they there?
Explanation: You’ve considered the five senses
and how they relate to the place you are
describing. For this question, think about how you
and others interact with the place. How do you get
to the place? Is it hard to get there? When you
arrive, how do you enter? Can you enter from
more than one place? Think about the way that you
get to the place and the way that you describe the
location. For instance, think about a garden in the
front yard of a house. If you enter the garden by
the gate, do you notice the same things that you’d
notice if you were to enter by walking out the front
door of the house? At the same time, think about
how others get to the place and how they interact
with it. Will other people see the same things
you’ve seen? Will they hear, smell, taste, and
touch the same things you’ve touched?
Question: How do you feel? What does this place make
you think of? Why do you remember it? What would
you want others to think about the location? What
feelings would you want to evoke for your readers? In
other words, what feelings do you want your reader to
have for the place?
Explanation: For this question, think about
emotions--does the place make you sad? Happy?
Annoyed? Bored? Pleased? Answer the question
“So what?” If someone were to go to the place or
read your description, what would you expect him
or her to feel about the location? What difference
does going to the place you are describing make?
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Filename: Description Class Asg 3.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, you will post your rough draft and then move to
Respond to read your study buddy’s draft. You’ll work
in your study groups.
1. Use Utilities ==> Turn In a Document to submit your
rough draft.
2. Use Utilities ==> Read a Document to read the drafts
of your group members.
3. Go to InterChange and join the Description
conference for your group:
Group 1: Description Rev1
Group 2: Description Rev2
Group 3: Description Rev3
4. Follow the instructions posted there to give your
group members feedback on their drafts. Be sure to
make connections between the characteristics we
gathered in InterChange when we began this paper.
5. After 20 minutes, shift to your study buddy’s paper.
Go to Respond and choose the ESL Describing a
Place series. Choose your buddy’s paper to focus on.
Remember you can check the summary of
characteristics posted in Mail or check the whole
InterChange transcript by using the Read a Document
command under the Utilities menu.

Comments
Preparation. Be sure that you’ve
created transcripts for the
Description conferences from the
first class session, to avoid any
confusion among students about
which conference to join.
Class Session. Plan to spend your
time during class providing
individual and group help, as
necessary.
It’s usually helpful to join the group
sub-conferences to make sure that
writers are making concrete
connections between the
characteristics they have established
for a good description and the
qualities in the papers of their group
members.
Follow-Up. Create transcripts of the
InterChange conferences, and
remind students that the discussion
is available online if they need to
consult it later. Students can return
to the feedback from their group
members by using the Read a
Document command.

6. When you’ve finished the questions, follow the
instructions in the online help (Help ==> Program Help)
to mail your Respond answers to your study buddy.
Homework: Continue working on your draft. In class
next time, you’ll review your draft for grammar, style,
spelling, and mechanics. You’ll turn in your final draft
at the end of our next class meeting.
Filename: Description Mail Seed.txt
Program Module: Mail
Read the drafts of the members in your group, and think
about the characteristics of a good description we
gathered in InterChange. Write a response to your group
members that identifies the characteristics that the
authors do a good job of including in the draft.
45

This exercise should take about 30
minutes.
Students may need some help
moving among the Mail messages
that include the characteristics of a
good description, the documents
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from their group members, and the
InterChange session. You might take
some time at the beginning of class
to demonstrate.

Filename: ESL Describing a Place.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: What place is the writer describing? Where is
the place?
Explanation: Just write the basics about the
location in a sentence or two. Don’t worry about
filling in the detail here. For example, your
response might be “This paper describes the
basement in the author’s childhood home.” or
“The writer describes a grocery store she visited
with her grandmother when she visited for summer
vacation.”
Question: What one detail in the description stands out
the most? What is the one fact that you remember, and
why do you remember it?
Explanation: When you think of the writer’s
description, lots of general information probably
comes to mind, but for this answer think about the
one specific detail that stays with you after you
finish reading the paper. Your answer might be
something like “I remember the old couch the
writer described. The story of the way that the
author jumped on the couch reminded me of when
I was little.”
Question: Which detail (or details) do you want to
know more about? As you read the paper, where do you
want more information?
Explanation: Where do you wish that you could
look more closely? Your answer might be about
general information or about some specific details.
For instance, the author might have described
many of the things in the place but didn’t include
any details on the sounds and smells in the place.
Or your might ask for more specific details or for
information that seems left out. For instance, a
description of a small store might include only
general sentences like “There was a lot of candy
near the front.” Your response to the paper might
be “The author mentions that there was a lot of

This exercise should also take about
30 minutes.
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The questions here focus mainly on
echoing information about the paper,
rather than attempting to ‘correct’
the paper. For many ESL students,
only the teacher seems qualified to
give criticism; thus, this sequence
asks peers to work as readers only—
simply indicating that they read and
like, or what they wish they could
learn more about.
Students may need some guidance
on how to use peer feedback. You
might discuss how to read
suggestions and brainstorm revising
strategies for students to use on their
own papers. Working with a model
paper, for example, as a group can
help students understand how to
begin revision on their own papers.
Students might need some guidance
in how to use this peer feedback.
You might discuss how to read
suggestions and brainstorm revising
strategies for students to use on their
own papers.
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candy, but doesn’t describe what kind. I wondered
why she didn’t describe things by name.”
Question: Imagine you were in the place the paper
describes. How do you feel? How would you react to
the place?
Explanation: The author of the paper is describing
the place to share something with you. The paper
might make you feel happy because you remember
a similar place, or perhaps the paper makes you
feel sad because the place is gone. Tell the author
of the paper what you feel when you read the
paper, and why the paper makes you feel the way
that you do. You can’t give a wrong answer--no
matter what your feelings are, write them down.
Question: What advice would you give the author of
this paper?
Explanation: For this question, write down
anything that you noticed about the paper that
could be improved or strengthened. Maybe there
were sentences that didn’t make sense to you or
perhaps you noticed a spelling error. Include
anything you noticed.
Question: Finally, what was the best sentence in the
paper and why?
Explanation: Which sentence did you like the
most? Your answer is just stating your opinion, so
you can’t be wrong. Remember that you can use
the copy and paste commands to copy the sentence
from the paper you’re reviewing and paste it into
your answer here. Just add the information on why
you like the sentence.
Filename: Description Class Asg 4.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
By the end of class today, you’ll turn in your final draft
of the description paper.
During class, you’ll have a final chance to correct any
grammar, style, spelling, or mechanics errors.
1. Go to Write and open the latest draft of your
description from your floppy diskette.
2. Go to Respond and choose the ESL Grammar
Checklist series. For the paper, choose the On Paper
option. You’ll want to work with your paper in Write so
that you can make changes as you go through the
47

Comments

Preparation. Be sure that you’ve
created transcripts for the
conferences so that students can
refer to the information if they
desire.
Class Session. Plan to spend your
time during class providing
individual and group help, as
necessary.
Students may have some difficulty
juggling the Respond window and
the Write window where they are
revising. Demonstrating for the class
or for small groups of students can
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Respond questions. If you use one of the other options
in Respond, your paper will open in a Read-Only
window, and you won’t be able to make revisions.

Comments
help this exercise go more smoothly.

Remind students that DIWE’s
spellchecker cannot check the sense
3. Work through the questions in the Respond sequence, of a word, only its spelling.
making any adjustments or changes in your paper as you Demonstrating some passages that
go along.
show no spelling errors but include
words that are used incorrectly can
4. When you finish the questions, save the file using
help students understand how to
your initials and the letters “res2” (for example,
read their papers.
TLGres2).
5. Use Utilities ==> Turn In a Document to turn in the
txt version of your Respond file. (I’ll check your
Respond file when I grade your paper.)
6. Go back to your paper in Write and reread your
document one last time. Revise as necessary.
7. Use Write ==>Spelling to spellcheck your paper.
8. Once you’ve made all the changes to your document,
choose Utilities ==> Turn In a Document to turn in your
paper.
NOTE:
I’ll read your documents online and respond in Private
Mail.
Filename: ESL Grammar Checklist.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: Check all the articles you use in your paper.
Articles are “a,” “an,” and “the.” Find an example of a
count noun and a non-count noun in your paper.
Explanation: Count nouns refer to individual
items while non-count nouns refer to items that
cannot be counted. “Cup,” “car,” and “book” are
examples of count nouns. “Water,” “aluminum,”
and “patience” are non-count nouns. You can use
“a” and “an” with count nouns, but not with noncount nouns. Check your handbook for a more
complete explanation.
Question: Check your prepositional phrases. Pay
particular attention to “in,” “on,” and “at.” Copy and
paste four sentences, each showing a different category
of prepositions: time, place, reason, and manner. (If you
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This exercise takes 20 to 30 minutes,
but could take longer if students are
not familiar with the grammar rules
included here.
Most ESL students are aware of
grammatical rules, but sometimes
need to be asked to focus
specifically on a rule at a time as
they revise and proofread their
documents. So many grammar rules
are swimming around in their heads
that they become overloaded. This
exercise asks students to read for
one rule at a time, focusing on
typical ESL trouble spots.
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don’t use one of the types, just skip the category).
Explanation: Prepositions most often fit into one
of four categories. Prepositions of time tell us
when something happens (for instance, on Monday
or in the spring). Prepositions of place tell us
where something happens (for instance, in
Williams Hall or under the bed). Prepositions of
reason tell us why something happens (for
instance, because of the snowstorm). Prepositions
of manner tell us how something happens (for
instance, like a freight train). The prepositions
“in,” “on,” and “at” are sometimes confusing. Use
“in” for nonspecific times and for names of
countries and areas of land. Use “on” for days and
dates and for names of streets and roads. Use “at”
for a specific time or address. Check your
handbook for more information.
Question: Check your verb tenses. Remember that only
third person singular verbs add an -s or an -es ending.
Go to the second paragraph of your paper and write
down the subject and verb for every sentence. If any
have agreement problems, revise.
Explanation: Do a simple check for agreement in
your paper by reading each sentence, identifying
the subject and the verb, and determining whether
they agree. Remember that the verb in a sentence
needs to agree with the main noun, not with the
words that come between. For instance, in the
sentence “The boy who is chasing the ducks looks
tired,” the main noun is BOY. The verb LOOKS
agrees with boy rather than with a noun that comes
in between (in this sentence, ducks). Check your
handbook if you need more information.
Question: Check the auxiliary or helping verbs you use.
Go through the third paragraph of your paper and list all
of the helping verbs. If any are used incorrectly, revise.
Explanation: Auxiliary verbs, or helping verbs,
are verbs that are added to the main verb in a
sentence to create a specific verb tense. The
helping verb that is correct for your sentence will
depend upon whether the sentence is using past,
present, or future tense and whether the sentence is
in the progressive or perfect aspect. A sentence in
past progressive, for example, would use the
helping verb “was” for singular subjects and
“were” for plural subjects, followed by the present
participle. An example sentence in past
49
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progressive is “The bus was running late this
afternoon.” There are complete details on helping
verbs in your handbook.
Question: Find all the “to be” verbs in your paper.
Forms of the verb “to be” change according to person or
tense. Check the subject and form of “to be.” Do they
agree? List the first five forms of “to be” you find. If
any are used incorrectly, revise.
Explanation: “To be” is a troublesome verb in
English because it changes form based on the
person or tense. You probably know how to
conjugate the verb “to be” already (if not, you can
find the forms of the verb in your handbook). In
your paper, you can use the Find command under
the Edit menu to search for each of the forms in
your paper. When you find a form, look at the
sentence that it is a part of. Does the form of “to
be” match the subject for the sentence? Remember
that the verb should agree with the main noun (not
one of the words that comes in between). Also,
remember that “to be” can be used as the main
verb in a sentence (for example, “I am sleepy
today.”) or as a helping verb when a sentence is in
the progressive tense (for example, “I was
studying last night.”). Check your handbook if you
need more information.
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7
7. Examining Slang
Topic for the Lesson
Slang in the writer’s native language. The writer will define a slang term for someone who
doesn’t know what the word or phrase means.

Purpose
This lesson focuses on valuing students’ linguistic knowledge in their native language, and
helping them learn more about English by building comparisons between what they know about
their own language and about the way that the English language works.
This lesson refers to American slang. To focus on British slang or a specific dialect, modify the
files in your word processor or in PromptManager. Additionally, the assignment here focuses on
foreign ESL students in American institutions: some changes would be necessary to fit other
situations. As an example, the assignment refers to teaching a slang term to an American friend
who will visit your home. The assignment suggests “home” is the student’s home country. In
situations where the ESL students are, for instance, Spanish speakers who are American citizens,
references to “home” won’t make much sense. You could revise the assignment to say, “Write a
paper that explains a slang word or phrase in Spanish to an American friend who is trying to
learn how to speak Spanish.”

Sequence of Events
Class
Class One
Class Two
Class Three
Class Four
Class Five

Activities
Announce Paper Assignment and discuss American English slang words and
phrases.
Brainstorm and discuss slang words and phrases that occur in the students’
first language
Complete an Invent sequence on the paper topic and begin drafting. Begin
student conferences.
Peer Review with rough drafts, using Respond. Conferences continue.
Papers due.
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Using the DIWE Modules
DIWE Module
Class Assignment
Invent
Write
Respond
Mail
InterChange
BiblioCite

How and Why You’ll Use It
At the beginning of every class to set the agenda for the day.
Use a sequence to help writers gather details about their paper topics.
Use for notes in class; use for the finished paper with the Turn In a
Document command.
Use a sequence for peer review of rough drafts.
Post writing assignment and rough drafts.
Discuss the reading assignment, brainstorm on American slang
terms, discuss similarities among slang terms.
Not used for this assignment

Pedagogical Notes
ESL students are generally very literate in their first language, yet their experiences in a secondlanguage class can leave them feeling that their knowledge is lacking. Most English-speaking
institutions privilege English and assign little value to any other language skills (save in foreign
language instruction). Thus the linguistic know-how that an ESL student brings to the classroom
is often unrecognized and ignored.
This assignment sequence asks students to assume the position of language authority, a position
they often feel they cannot take in class. By focusing on explaining something about their native
language, students working with this lesson have the opportunity to make connections between
their first language and English while allowing the teacher to show that she or he values the
student’s literacy in the first language.
This assignment sequence could easily be modified to focus on another language issue—students
might explain jargon, idioms, figurative language, levels of formality, and so forth. If you
modify the assignment, it’s important to be attuned to issues of rhetoric and literacy in the other
languages your students know, or to provide more than one alternative—there is much variation
among languages, and what exists in English does not necessarily exist in a student’s first
language. Be sensitive to your students’ situation to avoid creating an assignment that is
impossible to complete.

Content Modules
File and Content
Filename: Slang Writing Assignment.rtf
Program Module: Turn In a Document
Writing Assignment:
Write a paper that explains a slang word or phrase in
your language to an English-speaking American friend
who is planning a visit to your home.
Here is the situation: Your friend has been reading
WWW pages about the region where you live and found
a slang word or phrase that he or she didn’t understand.
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Comments
The writing assignment is for a fairly
basic paper, probably 3 to 4 pages in
length, depending upon the term the
student is explaining.
The assignment is posted in Mail, so
that students can return to it as they
need. It could also be posted using
the Turn In a Document command
or print it out as a handout.
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Your friend sent you an e-mail message asking you to
explain what the word or phrase means.
For your paper, write the message you’d send to your
friend. Explain what the slang word or phrase means
and how it is used.
Filename: Slang Class Asg 1.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, we’ll begin work on our next paper assignment.
We’ll examine what slang is and how it is used in other
languages. During class, we’ll complete these activities:
1. Go to Mail and read the paper assignment we’ll be
working on. Copy the assignment to your floppy
diskette. Remember that there are instructions
explaining how to save a message to your floppy disk in
the Program Help (under the Help menu).
2. Your reading for class today talked about slang. If
you need to, review the reading and your notes. Go to
InterChange, and join the Reading conference to discuss
the reading.
3. After thirty minutes, we’ll change to the
Brainstorming conference and brainstorm a list of slang
words and phrases you know in English.
Homework: Brainstorm a list of slang words and
phrases in your language. Include notes on what the
words or phrases mean and who uses them.

Filename: Slang Reading Seed.txt
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
Discussion Starter, Reading conference
The reading for today contains many words that you
may not have seen used in the same way before. Discuss
those you had difficulty with or which were new to you.
For example, did you understand what “dank” means in
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Comments

Preparation. Before class, post the
writing assignment in Mail. Make a
Reading and a Brainstorming
conference in InterChange. If you
have a large class, consider dividing
students into small groups. Create an
InterChange conference on each of
the two discussion topics for each
group.
Class Session. Students will spend
this class session primarily in
InterChange sessions. They’ll also
use Mail briefly. Half of the class
will be spent reacting to the
discussion of Slang in an essay
students have read for homework.
Most anthologies that explore
language use will include at least one
essay of this sort. (Gary
Goshgarian’s Exploring Language
includes appropriate articles for this
assignment.)
Follow-Up. Make transcripts of the
InterChange sessions. Check the
transcripts in the Reading conference
to make sure that all questions that
students had were answered. You
might also go over the transcript for
the Brainstorming conference and
synthesize a single list of slang
expressions that you post in Mail.
This exercise should take about 30 to
40 minutes.
Students reflect on the essay that
they’ve read and talk about the slang
words. This discussion session helps
set up the writing assignment.
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the essay? How about “dig,” “dead,” and “surf”?
Filename: Slang Brainstorming Seed.txt
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
Discussion Starter, Brainstorming conference
Today’s reading included a large number of American
slang words and phrases. Brainstorm a list of all the
American slang words and phrases you can think of and
their meaning. Who uses these slang words and phrases?
How old are these users? Where do you think the slang
came from?
Filename: Slang Class Asg 2.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, we’ll continue work on our next paper
assignment. During class, we’ll complete these
activities:
1. For homework, you brainstormed a list of slang
words and phrases in your language. Go to Mail and
send your list in a message to Everyone. Remember that
there are instructions explaining how to open a file on
your floppy disk, then copy and paste that list into a
Mail message from the first week of class.
2. Read the messages posted by everyone in class. If
you have extra time, you can review the transcript from
the Brainstorming InterChange conference during our
last class.
3. After everyone has had a chance to read the
messages, we’ll change to the Discussing conference
and discuss the similarities among all the slang words
and phrases posted in the Mail messages.
4. We’ll work in InterChange for twenty to thirty
minutes, and then have a class conversation about slang
and the next paper.
Homework: Choose a slang word or phrase in your
language for your paper. Freewrite on the word or
phrase you’ve chosen to gather your ideas on the word,
what it means, and how it is usually used.
Sign up for a conference on the paper before you leave
class today. Be sure to complete the Conference
Preparation questions in Mail before you come to your
conference (Remember that we can’t have a conference
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Comments
This exercise should also take about
30 to 40 minutes.
Students apply the ideas from their
reading to their personal experiences
and knowledge by discussing the
slang words and phrases they know
and what they know about the words.
Preparation. If you desire, you can
modify the assignment so that Mail
messages are posted in a named
conference (perhaps a Your Slang
conference) rather than the Main
conference. Create a Discussing
Conference in InterChange. Post the
Conference Preparation Questions
(Slang Conference Prep
Seed.txt) in a Mail message.
Class Session. Students who do not
have access to computers at home
will need time in class to type up
their response. Students will spend
half of the class in Mail, sharing and
discussing slang in their first
language. The remainder of the class
will be spent in InterChange,
continuing the discussion from Mail
by focusing on similarities among
slang terms in different languages—
in who uses the terms, why the terms
are used, and so forth.
Follow-Up. Make transcripts of the
InterChange session. You might
synthesize the students’ observations
on similarities among slang terms
and post your findings in a Mail
message.
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Filename: Slang Discussing Seed.txt
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
Discussion Starter, Discussing conference
What similarities do you see among all the slang words
and phrases posted in the Mail messages? How do the
meanings for the words and phrases seem alike? How
are they different? Are these slang words and phrases
used by the same kind of people, or are they used by
different people? Usually, people think slang is the
language of the young, often teenagers. Is that the case
for the words and phrases we’ve gathered in our class
list?
Filename: Slang Conference Prep Seed.txt
Program Module: Mail
Subject Line: Conference Preparation Questions

This exercise should take 30 to 40
minutes.
Students will look for similarities
among the messages that they’ve
read—examining the ways that slang
is used in a variety of languages.
Remind students that they can return
to the Mail messages if they need to
check details.

This exercise should take at least 15
to 20 minutes.

For our conference on this paper, bring all the printouts
that you have for this assignment--drafts, Invent
questions, peer feedback, and so on. If your work is
available online, we can log into DIWE and access it
from my office.

ESL students often expect the
teacher to correct their papers, but a
process-oriented approach suggests
that attention to correcting
everything in a student draft is
counter-productive.

In addition to bringing your draft, you need to answer
the following questions to help me respond to your draft
during our conference. Reply to this message, using
Private Mail, before our scheduled conference. If you
don’t have time to answer in Mail, either save a copy of
the questions to your floppy diskette and answer them at
home or print them out now and answer them at home.
Bring your file or printout to the conference with your
draft.

These questions focus the students’
attention on the writing process—
asking them to report what they have
done well, what they think they can
improve, and what they want
feedback on. Question 4 gives
students the chance to outline any
grammar rules or the like that they
want to discuss.

1. What part of your paper do you like best? Why?

The discussion in the conference
should follow the outline of
questions and the students’
responses. Remind students that you
cannot cover everything in your
conference, so you’ll focus on the
issues they have identified.

2. What part do you think you can improve? How do
you think you will change it as you revise?
3. What do you want me to look for as I read your
paper? Why?
4. What other questions or comments do you want to
make sure we talk about?
You have to complete these questions before your
55

Working with these questions also
helps students prepare for the
conference so that they can discuss
the ideas orally. Remember that ESL
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conference. If you can’t complete the questions ahead of students often need time to prepare
time, you’ll need to reschedule your appointment.
for discussion. By outlining the
questions that you’ll consider in the
Mail message and following these
questions in your conference, you
will increase the likelihood that your
students will participate actively in
the conference.
Filename: Slang Class Asg 3.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, we’ll continue work on our next paper
assignment. During class, we’ll work on developing
ideas for our papers and writing first drafts. You’ll be
working on your own and at your own pace. We’ll be
completing these activities:
1. For homework, you chose a slang word or phrase in
your language for your paper and did some freewriting
on the word or phrase you’ve chosen. We’ll begin with
those notes. Read your notes to get started. If your notes
are on your floppy disk, remember that there are
instructions explaining how to open a file on your
floppy disk in Program Help.
2. Choose Invent and complete the ESL Examining
Slang question series to gather ideas for your paper.
Be sure to save your answers once you’ve finished
writing. Remember that you can use the Program Help
command under the Help Menu if you need more
information about using Invent.
3. After you’ve finished working through the Invent
questions, open the *.txt version of your file and review
what you’ve written. You can review the paper
assignment in Mail also if you need to check any details
about the paper.
4. Open a new document in Write and begin work on
your draft. Write in whatever way you’re comfortable.
Remember that you can copy information from your
Invent answers and paste them in your draft.
Homework: Finish your rough draft. Be sure you save
the file as *.txt or as *.rtf so that you can post it when
you come to the next class.
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Preparation. If your students have
not used Invent and Write together
before, printed instructions on using
the tools and opening files in Write
can help your class run more
smoothly.
Class Session. Students will spend
about half of the class in Invent then
switch to Write for the remainder of
the class in order to continue the
process of drafting their papers.
Don’t be strict about the amount of
time students spend in the two
activities however. If students want
to spend more time in Invent
developing their ideas, there’s no
reason to make them move to Write.
Let them manage their own time use
during this class. You can move
around the class helping students as
necessary.
Follow-Up. This assignment
sequence suggests that the students
are having conferences with the
teacher. If you don’t want to have
conferences, you might ask students
to post drafts to you in Private Mail.
You can read and respond to the
drafts by return Mail.
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If you haven’t signed up for a conference on this paper
yet, please do before you leave class today. A
conference is required on every paper. Be sure to
complete the Conference Preparation questions in Mail
before you come to your conference (Remember that we
can’t have a conference until you complete the
questions).
Filename: ESL Examining Slang.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: What is the slang word or phrase that you’re
writing about? What does it mean? What would your
friend need to know to understand the word or phrase
and how it was used on the WWW page?
Explanation: You can use your freewriting notes
to help with the answer to these first questions.
Remember that you’re explaining what the slang
word or phrase means to an English-speaking
American friend who doesn’t understand what it
means. What can you tell your friend about the
word or phrase? How often have you heard or used
it?
Question: What other meanings does the word or
phrase have? Are there other times when your friend
might hear or see the word or phrase where it would
have a different meaning?
Explanation: Most slang words and phrases have
another meaning. For instance, the slang word
“cool” means “excellent.” But the word “cool” is
also an adjective that means “moderately cold,” a
verb that means “to make or become cool,” and a
noun that means “composure.” (Remember you
can look up any of these words in the Daedalus
Dictionary if you aren’t sure what they mean.)
What will your friend need to know to understand
the slang meaning of the word? What should he or
she watch for to know how the word is being used
on the WWW page?
Question: Who uses the slang word or phrase in your
language? What can you tell your friend about the
people who would usually write or say the word? Are
there people who wouldn’t use the word or phrase?
Explanation: Is the slang word or phrase used by
everyone? Only by a particular group of people?
By people who are a certain age? How will
57

This exercise should take a minimum
of 30 to 40 minutes. Let students use
as much of the class time as they
need to gather their ideas.
Students explore the meaning of the
term that they have chosen from a
variety of angles, gathering details
for their rough drafts.
If you don’t have access to
computers during this period, or if
you want students to do individual
work outside of class, you could
create a printed worksheet or a
template file writers could use on
their computers.
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knowing the people who use the word or phrase
help your friend understand its meaning?
Question: Where did this slang word or phrase seem to
come from? Is there anything about how the word or
phrase began being used that might make it easier for
your friend to understand?
Explanation: Sometimes, knowing about where a
slang word or phrase came from helps make it
easier to understand or to remember. If you don’t
know where the word or phrase came from, skip
this question.

Comments

Filename: Slang Class Asg 4.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Remember that papers are due next class period! Today,
we’ll share rough drafts for our next paper assignment.
We’ll be completing these activities:

Preparation. If students haven’t
copied files from a word processor to
a Mail message before, printed
instructions can be helpful for this
session.

1. Share your rough draft by opening your file in Write,
copying it, and pasting it into a Mail message. Send
your Mail message to everyone in the class. Remember
that there are instructions explaining how to open a file
in Program Help.

Class Session. Students will spend
this class period doing peer review
for another member of the class. If
you’ve not set guidelines for giving
feedback to another writer, you
should talk about appropriate
comments before students complete
the activities in this class. While
students are working on peer review,
you can skim their texts and provide
feedback as is appropriate.

2. Read the draft of the person who has posted in Mail
right after you. If you’re the last one on the list, read the
draft of the first person who posted today.
3. After you’ve read the draft, open a new document in
Write and jot down your first reactions. Note parts you
liked, and write down any questions you have.
4. Once you’ve read the draft and written down your
first reaction, go to Respond and complete the ESL
Examining Slang question series to give the author
feedback on the draft. Be sure to save your answers
once you’ve finished writing. Remember that you can
use the Program Help command under the Help Menu if
you need more information about using Respond.
5. Once you’ve finished answering the Respond
questions for the draft, save your answers. Open *.txt
version of your answers, copy them, and paste them into
a MAIL message to the author. Again, remember that
you can use the Program Help command under the Help
Menu if you need more information about mailing your
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Be sure that students understand how
to save the peer comments that they
receive in Mail to their floppy
diskettes so that they can consult the
feedback as they continue work on
their drafts for homework.
Follow-Up. If students have posted
their Respond feedback, you can
read their responses and forward
supporting comments on to the
authors of the papers (as well as send
readers appropriate feedback on their
commentary).
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Comments

6. Open the MAIL message that gives you feedback on
your own draft and save a copy of the message to your
floppy diskette.
Homework: Read through the advice your classmate
has given you on your rough draft, and revise your
paper. Also check your list of problem areas. Be sure
you save the file as *.txt or as *.rtf so that you can post
it when you come to the next class.
If you haven’t had a conference yet, please sign up
before leaving class today. Be sure to complete the
Conference Preparation questions in Mail before you
come to your conference (Remember that we can’t have
a conference until you complete the questions).
Filename: ESL Examining Slang.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: What is the slang word or phrase your
classmate wrote about? Summarize the meaning of the
word or phrase in your own words, based on what
you’ve learned from the rough draft you’ve read.
Explanation: Write down what you remember
about the draft you’ve read without looking back.
The author can tell whether the Explanation of the
word or phrase does a good job by reading what
you think it means.
Question: at do you like about the author’s draft? What
has the author done well?
Explanation: Is it an interesting topic? Has the
author given a particularly good example? Are
there any memorable visual images? Does the
paper include specific details about the topic?
Question: What was your first reaction to the paper?
What did you think when you first read the draft?
Explanation: Look back at the notes you took in
Write when you read the paper. You can use copy
and paste to copy your notes from the Write
window and paste them into Respond.
Question: What questions do you have about the slang
word or phrase? What would you like to ask the author?
Explanation: Jot down whatever questions come
to mind about the draft. The author can use your
questions to help develop the draft further. Were
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This exercise should take most of the
class period. Allow 40 to 50 minutes.
The questions in this series are
related to the questions in the Invent
series. Students should recognize the
connections between their own
papers and the papers that they are
reviewing.
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there things about the word or phrase you didn’t
understand? Were there details you would like to
know about the word or phrase?
Question: Note any sentences or phrases that were hard
to read, and write the author a note saying why you had
trouble. Give the author any hints you can on how to
make the sentence stronger.
Explanation: When you have to read a sentence
several times or you have trouble understanding
what a sentence means, the author should revise
the sentence to make it easier to read. The sentence
might have grammar or punctuation errors, or it
might simply have a few words missing or need
more details.

Alternative Resources
If you prefer to focus on proverbs rather than slang, you can use the following Invent and
Respond resources, modifying the Class Assignments and the discussion seeds to fit your focus
on proverbs.
File and Content
Filename: ESL Examining Proverbs.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: What is the proverb you’re writing about?
What does it mean? What would your friend need to
know to understand the proverb?
Explanation: A proverb is a short sentence that
expresses a well-known fact. You might think of a
proverb as a witty saying or words of wisdom.
Examples are “Don’t cry over spilt milk” and “Let
sleeping dogs lie.” Remember that you’re
explaining what the proverb means to an Englishspeaking American friend who doesn’t understand
what it means. What can you tell your friend about
the word or phrase? How often have you heard or
used it?
Question: What other meanings do the words that make
up the proverb have? Taken literally, would the
proverb’s meaning be clear to someone who doesn’t
speak the language? Are there other times when your
friend might hear or see the word or phrase where it
would have a different meaning?
Explanation: Proverbs can have a literal meaning
that is different from the “words of wisdom” that
are communicated to someone familiar with the
60

Comments
Students explore the meaning of the
proverb that they have chosen from a
variety of angles, gathering details
for their rough drafts.
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culture where the phrase is used. In French, the
proverb “Let sleeping dogs lie” is expressed as
“Ne réveillez pas le chat qui dort.” Translated
strictly, the phrase means “Don’t wake the cat who
sleeps.” The idea is the same, but the words are a
little different. Whether you think about the
English or the French version of the proverb, the
literal meaning of not waking a sleeping animal is
different from what someone means when they use
the proverb.
Question: Who uses the proverb in your language?
What can you tell your friend about the people who
would usually write or say the word? Are there people
who wouldn’t use the word or phrase?
Explanation: Is the proverb used by everyone?
Only by a particular group of people? By people
who are a certain age? How will knowing the
people who use the proverb help your friend
understand its meaning?
Question: Where did this proverb seem to come from?
Is there anything about how the word or phrase began
being used that might make it easier for your friend to
understand?
Explanation: Sometimes, knowing about where a
proverb came from helps make it easier to understand or
to remember. If you don’t know where the word or
phrase came from, skip this question.
Filename: ESL Examining Proverbs.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: What was your first reaction to the paper?
What did you think when you first read the draft?
Explanation: Use I-oriented sentences to say how
you felt about the paper that you have just read.
Your job in this question is to give your very first
thoughts on the paper. Did you find it interesting?
What parts interested you? Why were they
interesting? Were you confused? Annoyed?
Entertained? Just write out your response and
explain why you reacted the way you did.
Question: What proverb did your classmate write
about? Summarize the proverb’s meaning in your own
words, based on what you’ve learned from the rough
draft you’ve read.
Explanation: Write down what you remember
about the draft you’ve read without looking back.
The author can tell whether the explanation of the
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Comments

This exercise should take most of the
class period. Allow 40 to 50 minutes.
The questions in this series are
related to the questions in the Invent
series. Students should recognize the
connections between their own
papers and the papers that they are
reviewing.
Note that this Respond series
changes the Explanation for the first
reaction question, since your Class
Assignment may not urge students to
follow the same exact steps as those
for the Slang paper.
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word or phrase does a good job by reading what
you think it means.
Question: What do you like about the author’s draft?
What has the author done well?
Explanation: Is it an interesting topic? Has the
author given a particularly good example? Are
there any memorable visual images? Does the
paper include specific details about the topic?
Question: What questions do you have about the
proverb? What would you like to ask the author?
Explanation: Jot down whatever questions come
to mind about the draft. The author can use your
questions to help develop the draft further. Were
there things about the proverb that you didn’t
understand? Were there details you would like to
know about the proverb?
Question: Note any sentences or phrases that were hard
to read, and write the author a note saying why you had
trouble. Give the author any hints you can on how to
make the sentence stronger.
Explanation: When you have to read a sentence
several times or you have trouble understanding
what a sentence means, the author should revise
the sentence to make it easier to read. The sentence
might have grammar or punctuation errors, or it
might simply have a few words missing or need
more details. Remember to use I-oriented phrasing
such as “I didn’t understand why the proverb was
funny if you read it literally.”
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8
8. Letter to the Editor
Topic for the Lesson
Current events news stories and letters to the editor, in an English newspaper. Basic persuasive
writing.

Purpose
In this class plan, students read and discuss articles from an English newspaper then respond to
one of the articles in the newspaper by writing a letter to the editor. The exercise combines a
reading comprehension exercise with a short persuasive essay.

Sequence of Events
Class
Class One

Class Two
Class Three
Class Four

Activities
Students bring an English language newspaper to class. Before class, students
are to have skimmed and read the articles in the paper. Students discuss the
topics covered in the paper and write a short summary of an article that has
interested them. For homework, analyze the letters to the editor in the paper.
Students discuss the qualities of the letters to the editor. They work through an
Invent series, focusing on analyzing and responding to the article they are
focusing on. Continue work on the letter for homework.
Students complete peer review of drafts of the letters, and discuss punctuation
and sentence construction for sentences incorporating quotations. Revise letter
for homework.
Students complete the final editing of the letters in class, including the use of a
checklist focusing on punctuation of quotations and titles. They submit letters
electronically by the end of class.

Using the DIWE Modules
DIWE Module
Class Assignment
Invent

How and Why You’ll Use It
Use at the beginning of each class to set the events for the class and to
assign homework.
Complete a sequence to summarize the focal article for the letter and
another to gather details on the article that will be the basis for the
63
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DIWE Module
Write
Respond
Mail
InterChange
BiblioCite
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How and Why You’ll Use It
letter.
Open the draft, and revise and edit as necessary.
Use a sequence for peer review with a partner, and use another
sequence as a checklist for using quotations and titles.
Post the summary of the class discussion of the qualities of a good
letter.
Discuss current events in the newspapers. Discuss qualities of good
letters.
Not used in this assignment.

Pedagogical Notes
Asking students to read, analyze, and respond to a newspaper article is a fairly basic assignment
that taps important skills while focusing on current events. The reading and analysis skills
parallel those necessary in any basic reading skills exercise. Reading newspaper articles provides
a nice alternative to reading the essays in class textbooks. Further, the assignment to write a
letter to the editor provides a basic, argumentative assignment that most students can understand
easily (and for which it is easy to find numerous examples).
What makes the assignment more interesting however is the focus on newspapers. The ability to
read an English language newspaper is useful for any ESL student in an English speaking
country. Even ESL students in their home country can find motivation in the ability to read a
newspaper in the language they are studying. Reading a newspaper is a fairly well defined
watermark for most students; thus, the students gain confidence as they realize that they can read
and respond to an English paper.
The assignment also allows you the chance to discuss how students’ cultural backgrounds affect
their understanding and analysis of the stories. Collaboratively, they can discuss not only their
analysis—but also why they have chosen the analysis they have. Comparing their analysis with
one another, they can begin to see how their backgrounds affect the way that they relate to the
things that they read.

Content Modules
Content
Filename: Letter to the Editor Class Asg
1.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, you will discuss the newspapers you’ve read for
homework, and discuss the next writing assignment you
will complete, writing Letters to the Editor.
1. Go to InterChange and join the Letters conference for
your group:
Group 1: News 1
Group 2: News 2
Group 3: News 3
64

Comments
Preparation. Create the
InterChange News conferences for
your class: include as many as
necessary to divide your students
into groups of about five writers
each.
Class Session. Students will spend
about half of their time in
InterChange discussion and half in
prewriting activities. You’ll create
the transition between the two
activities by discussing the writing
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2. With your group, begin discussing your homework
reading, following the starter question in the session.
3. After about 20 minutes, we’ll stop and have a few
minutes oral discussion on the writing assignment.
4. After about 10 minutes, we’ll move to Invent. Choose
the ESL Letter to the Editor Invent series,
and complete the questions. Focus on the newspaper
article you’re most interested in responding to, the one
you’ll focus on for your letter. Be sure to save your
Invent series so that you can return to it as you work on
your letter.
Homework
For your writing assignment, you will write a letter to
the editor of the newspaper you have been reading. For
homework, read all the letters to the editor in your
newspaper. Think about the characteristics the letters
have in common. Be ready to talk about how they are
organized and the details the writers use. Consider what
makes a letter good.
Filename: News Seed.txt
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
Discussion Starter
For homework, you’ve read articles in an English
newspaper. Today, we’ll discuss those articles in
preparation for writing a letter to the editor. Choose at
least three articles you were interested in, and tell your
group members what the articles are about and why you
found them interesting. We’ll discuss the articles for 20
minutes then break to talk.

Comments
assignment orally. You can ask
students to share their choices orally
as the prompt suggests, or you might
simply discuss the writing
assignment and allow students to
move directly to Invent.
Another alternative, this class
assignment could be modified to
create two classes. Rather than
discussing their choices orally,
students could discuss their choices
in Mail. Working in Mail would be
especially useful if your students
need more prewriting time—by
describing their choices in Mail
messages, they’ll spend even more
time thinking about and writing on
their choice.
Follow-Up. Make transcripts of the
InterChange sessions.
This exercise will take about 20
minutes.

Students discuss the articles they’ve
read, preparing to shift to the choice
of a specific article for their letters.
While students discuss, you can join
the conferences and help them
identify places where their
backgrounds affect their readings of
the articles.
Ideally, you’ll have read enough of
No File
the students’ comments in
Oral Discussion Starter
InterChange to focus this discussion
You’ve discussed the articles in your newspaper for 20
starter further. Look for places in the
minutes now. Now you have to choose a single article
online discussion where the students
to focus on for your letter to the editor. The article you
convey their interest in a particular
choose should be one that interests you and one that you
article. As you initiate oral
can respond to. Choose an article you have something to
discussion, use some of these places
say about. Let’s go around the classroom and say which
to get students going.
article we’re choosing and why.
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Filename: ESL Newspaper Article
Summary.inv
Program Module: Invent

Comments

Question: What is the headline for the article you are
considering?
Explanation: This one is easy. Just type the
headline for the article exactly as it appears in the
newspaper--use the same spelling, punctuation,
and capitalization.
Question: In a sentence or two, what is the main idea of
the article you have read?
Explanation: Type out the overriding idea or
point of the source using your own words. If you
need to use a specific word or phrase that was
included in the original source, be sure to include
the quotation in quotation marks. An example
answer for this question is “This article discusses
the playground equipment in local parks.”
Question: Now, break down the main idea. List the
three main points of the source you have read.
Explanation: Once you’ve read the source, you
need to break it into its key ideas. If you have
more then three ideas to list, that’s fine—list all
you need. Focus here in the prompts on exploring
the three main ideas. An example answer for this
question is “The article discusses recent changes
to the equipment, unsafe equipment that needs to
be replaced or repaired, and how to check
playground equipment yourself.”
Question: How does the first main point relate to the
main idea of the source you have read? Write a sentence
or two about the first main point.
Explanation: Once you’ve read the source, you
need to break it into its key ideas. If you have
more then three ideas to list, that’s fine--list all
you need. Focus here on exploring the three main
ideas. An example answer for this question is “The
article discusses recent changes to the equipment,
unsafe equipment that needs to be replaced or
repaired, and how to check playground equipment
yourself.”
Question: How does the second main point relate to the
main idea of the source you have read? Again, write a
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This exercise should take at least 20
minutes. Students have had a lot of
time to discuss their articles already,
so they should be ready to
summarize the article they’ve
chosen.
Students write summaries of the
article they’ve chosen. The questions
and ideas in the prompts are similar
to those in other summary prompts.
The examples are from a newspaper
article, and the explanations include
tips on using quotation marks.
Make sure students know that they
can find this additional help by
choosing the Explain button.
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sentence or two about this point.

Comments

Explanation: Once you’ve determined what the
three main points of the source you have read are,
you need to say a bit more about each one. Your
point in these summary sentences is not to explain
everything you’ve read in the original source, but
to include a basic overview of the information that
was included. An example answer is “The article
also discussed changes which still need to be made
at the local playgrounds. The equipment at some
playgrounds has loose nails and bolts, broken
wood, and shaky poles.”
Question: Finally, how does the third main point relate
to the main idea of the source you have read? Write a
sentence or two about this idea.
Explanation: Once you’ve determined what the
three main points of the source you have read are,
you need to say a bit more about each one. Your
point in these summary sentences is not to explain
everything you’ve read in the original source, but
to include a basic overview of the information that
was included. An example answer is “The article
also includes details about how to check
playground equipment yourself. The article
suggests three sources for more information.”
Question: Pull all the ideas together: How do the main
ideas combine to make the point of the source you have
read?
Explanation: Consider the main idea of the
source and the three key points you’ve outlined.
What is their overall relationship? What is the
final impression or overall point that the three
points make? An example answer is “This article
suggests that the city is trying to repair the
playgrounds to make them safer for children, but
they have not completed their work. Parents and
other adults who take children to these parks need
to be careful to make sure their children are safe.”
Filename: Letter to the Editor Class Asg
2.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, you will discuss the qualities that make a good
Letter to the Editor and work through an Invent series to
begin drafting your Letter.
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Preparation. Create the
InterChange conference (make sure
that the Main conference is ready to
go). Modify the assignment to
indicate the correct due date for the
letter.
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Comments
1. Go to InterChange. We’ll stay in the Main Class Session. Students will spend
Conference.
about half of their time in
InterChange discussion and half in
2. Begin discussing the qualities that make a good prewriting activities. You’ll create
Letter to the Editor, following the starter question.
the transition between the two
activities by summarizing the ideas
3. After about 20 minutes, we’ll stop and have a few
in the InterChange session orally.
minutes of oral discussion on the writing assignment.
You can ask students to share their
choices orally as the prompt
4. After about 10 minutes of discussion, we’ll move to
suggests, or you might simply
Invent. Choose the ESL Letter to the Editor summarize the qualities yourself and
Invent series, and complete the questions. The questions allow students to move directly to
will help you get started on your letter. Be sure to save
Invent.
your Invent series so that you can return to it as you
work on your letter.
Once the oral discussion is finished,
post the characteristics to the class in
Homework
a Mail message so that students can
Continue working on your draft. In class next time,
return to them later.
you’ll share your draft with someone in class. Letters
will be due in one week.
Follow-Up. Make transcripts of the
InterChange session. Synthesize the
list of characteristics from the
conference and post them in a Mail
message to the class.
This exercise should take 20
Filename: Letters Seed.txt
minutes. If your class is large, you
Program Module: InterChange or Mail
might divide students into discussion
Discussion Starter
For homework, you examined the letters to the editor in conferences rather than working in
the Main conference. Modify the
the newspaper you’re using for this assignment. What
Class Assignment accordingly.
did you notice about the way that the letters were
organized and the details the writers use? Which letters
seemed best? What made a letter good?
No File
Oral Discussion Starter
For homework, you’ve read articles in an English
newspaper. Today, we’ll discuss those articles in
preparation for writing a letter to the editor. Choose at
least three articles you were interested in, and tell your
group members what the articles are about and why you
found them interesting. We’ll discuss the articles for 20
minutes then break to talk.
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Ideally, you’ll have read enough of
the students’ comments in
InterChange to help them pull out
the most important qualities. As they
suggest important characteristics,
you might note the qualities on the
board, on an overhead projector, or
type them into a Mail message that
you project using an LCD panel.
Alternately, you might ask one of the
students to work as the class
secretary, taking notes on the
discussion.
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Filename: ESL Letter to the Editor.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: Who will you address the letter to--the
editor? A specific editor? The author?
Explanation: Usually, these letters are addressed
generally. They’ll begin with “Dear Editor:” or
“To the Editor:” If you want to respond to a
particular writer or to a particular editor, however,
you can address your letter to a specific person.
For instance, you might write “Dear Mr. Black:” if
you are responding to a political article and Myke
Black is the political editor for the newspaper.
Question: What article are you responding to? When
did the article appear in the paper?
Explanation: This question should be simple-write down the article’s title, author, and the date
or volume it appeared in. Check the Letters to the
Editor in the newspaper you’re responding to, and
use the same details that are used in other letters.
An example answer is the following: “Slide, Slide,
Slippedy Slide” by R. U. Steinberg, Vol. 15, No.
47, July 26, 1996.

Comments
Allow at least 20 to 30 minutes for
this exercise. Urge students to write
freely in the Invent sequence. They
can revise later.
Students write out details that will be
used in their letters. The first and
final sentences are similar in these
letters, so students should be able to
write these out based on the
examples in their newspapers and in
the explanation prompts.
Students are likely to need more help
understanding the kinds of details
needed in their letters, however.
Point to examples in the papers they
have read to provide models.

Make sure students understand how
to move from their Invent answers to
a rough draft. Your students are
likely to need some instruction on
how to revise and edit their answers.
Question: Why are you responding to this article? What The text version of their Invent
answers is a great start on the rough
point do you want to make?
draft, but make sure that they
Explanation: For this question, just freewrite
understand that those answers are
about what you want to say. What about this
only the beginning. They’ll need to
article prompted you to respond? What is it that
sculpt the answers into paragraphs,
made you interested, angry, or pleased? Don’t
worry about your phrasing right now. Just explain remove the questions, and build
transitions and connections. If your
why you’re writing as if you were writing to
students are new to Invent, you
someone in class. An example answer is “This
article says that parks are unsafe. It says that there might add an extra class to this
lesson plan where you work
are places to go to find information about safe
specifically on moving from Invent
parks. It does not have any of the information in
to a rough draft.
the article. I read all the information about parks
that were not safe, but the article did not tell me
what I should look for to make sure that my son is
safe when I go to the park.”
Question: Combine your answers to the last two
questions to write the first sentence of your letter.
Explanation: Usually the first sentence of a letter
to the editor indicates the article you’re responding
to and gives the reason that you’re writing about
the article. Use the details about the article and the
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reason you are writing a letter to write your first
sentence. An example is “I would like to respond
to your article on park safety [“Slip, Slip, Slippedy
Slide,” Vol. 15, No. 47]. The information about
parks that are not safe is helpful, but the article did
not tell me how to make sure my son is safe at the
park.”
Question: Think of three specific points that support
your reason for writing the letter. What are your three
reasons?
Explanation: To make your letter believable, you
need to include reasons for your opinion. In
English-language arguments, you have to go
beyond saying what you believe to describe why
you have the opinions that you do. To begin, you
need to outline three reasons. If you can’t think of
three reasons, just jot down the ideas that you
have. An example answer is “The article did not
include information on what problems to look for
at a park, information about how to find out about
the city’s plans to repair all the parks, or
information about what to do if I found problems
at a park.”
Question: Consider the first reason that you’ve chosen
to support your opinion. Explain the reason completely.
Why is it important?
Explanation: For each of the three reasons, you
should explain all the details that are related to the
reason. Explain the reason, and why it matters. An
example answer is “The article said that we could
get more information about playground safety by
writing for information or by checking the
Internet. I wanted more information when I was
reading though. I was scared. My son plays in one
of the parks that were mentioned in the article, but
it didn’t tell me what I should look for to help
make sure he would be safe there. I wanted to
have a list of things to look for.”
Question: Consider the second reason that you’ve
chosen to support your opinion. Explain the reason
completely. Why is it important?
Explanation: For each of the three reasons, you
should explain all the details that are related to the
reason. Explain the reason, and why it matters. An
example answer is “The article said that we could
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get more information about playground safety by
writing for information or by checking the
Internet. I wanted more information when I was
reading though. I was scared. My son plays in one
of the parks that were mentioned in the article, but
it didn’t tell me what I should look for to help
make sure he would be safe there. I wanted to
have a list of things to look for.”
Question: Consider the third reason that you’ve chosen
to support your opinion. Explain the reason completely.
Why is it important?
Explanation: For each of the three reasons, you
should explain all the details that are related to the
reason. Explain the reason, and why it matters. An
example answer is “The article said that we could
get more information about playground safety by
writing for information or by checking the
Internet. I wanted more information when I was
reading though. I was scared. My son plays in one
of the parks that were mentioned in the article, but
it didn’t tell me what I should look for to help
make sure he would be safe there. I wanted to
have a list of things to look for.”
Question: Summarize your points for the conclusion to
your letter. If pertinent, indicate what should happen
next as a result of your letter.
Explanation: At the most basic, you can simply
summarize your points. You might say more,
though. If your letter asks someone to make a
change, you can refer to the change that you think
should occur at the end of your letter. If your letter
is focused on suggesting that someone vote a
particular way, for instance, your ending could
urge readers to vote. If your letter is focused on
suggesting that some of the facts in an article need
to be clarified or corrected, you might end with a
thank you for the chance to share your comments.
An example answer is “The writers for your paper
should be more careful to think about all the
questions that their readers will have and make
sure that they include the answers in their
articles.”
Question: A Letter to the Editor always ends with a
signature block. Type in your name and any other
appropriate information.
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Explanation: Usually, the signature block includes just
the writer’s name and the city and state where the writer
lives. If you have special credentials that are important
to include, you can note those as well. Check the other
letters in your newspaper for examples.
Filename: Letter to the Editor Class Asg
3.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
Today, you will post your rough draft and then move to
Respond to read your peer review partner’s draft.

Comments

Preparation. Be sure that you’ve
created an InterChange transcript for
the discussion of the good qualities
for a Letter to the Editor. Be sure too
that you’ve posted the summary of
class discussion on those
1. Use Utilities ==> Turn In a Document to submit your characteristics in a Mail message to
Everyone .
rough draft.
2. Use Utilities ==> Read a Document to read the draft Class Session. Plan to spend your
time during class providing
of your peer review partner.
individual and group help, as
3. Go to Respond and choose the ESL Letter to necessary.
the Editor series. Choose your partner’s paper to
focus on .It’s a turned-in paper, so you’ll choose “With Follow-Up. If you have told your
student to share their comments in
the ‘Turn in a Document’ files.”
public mail, read the feedback they
4. As you go through your partner’s letter, remember have given one another. ESL writers
you can check the summary of characteristics posted in often believe that the teacher is the
only one who knows enough to
Mail.
respond to their writing. By reading
5. When you’ve finished the questions, follow the the comments that they’ve sent each
instructions in the online help (Help ==> Program Help) other, and sending your own reaction
along to the letter authors,
to mail your Respond answers to your study buddy.
supporting the ideas the peer
reviewer gives, you can urge writers
Homework: Continue working on your draft. In class
to take the peer comments more
next time, you’ll review your draft for grammar, style,
seriously.
spelling, and mechanics. You’ll turn in your final draft
at the end of our next class meeting.
Filename: ESL Letter to the Editor.rev
Program Module: Respond
Question: Is there a salutation on the letter? Does the
letter begin with “Dear Editor” or an appropriate
greeting?
Explanation: Usually, these letters are addressed
generally. They’ll begin with “Dear Editor:” or
“To the Editor:” If you want to respond to a
particular writer or to a particular editor, however,
you can address your letter to a specific person.
For instance, you might write “Dear Mr. Black:” if
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This exercise should take about 30
minutes.
Students may need some help
moving among the Mail messages
that include the characteristics of a
good description, the documents
from their group members, the paper
they are responding to, and the
Respond window itself. You might
take some time at the beginning of
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you are responding to a political article and Myke
Black is the political editor for the newspaper.

Comments
class to demonstrate.

Question: Does the first sentence include a specific
reference to the article that the author is writing about?

If necessary, go over the process of
saving answers in Respond and
mailing them to someone else.

Explanation: The first part of the letter needs to
identify the article to which the writer is
responding. The sentence can include the article’s
title, author, and the date or volume it appeared in.
Check the Letters to the Editor in the newspaper
the author is responding to, and make sure that the
same details and that the same punctuation are
used.
Question: Does the first sentence (or first paragraph)
include the reasons the writer is responding to the
article?
Explanation: Usually the first sentence of a letter
to the editor indicates the article you’re responding
to and gives the reason that you’re writing about
the article. Use the details about the article and the
reason you are writing a letter to write your first
sentence. An example is “I would like to respond
to your article on park safety [“Slip, Slip, Slippedy
Slide,” Vol. 15, No. 47]. The information about
parks that are not safe is helpful, but the article did
not tell me how to make sure my son is safe at the
park.”
Question: What are the reasons that the writer includes
to convince the reader about his or her opinion? What
details are used to support the ideas?
Explanation: Simply describe the reasons the
writer gives in the letter. The writer can compare
what you read in the letter to the points that he or
she was trying to make. Your job in answering this
question is to summarize the points you have read.
Question: How does the letter conclude? Is the
conclusion appropriate for the letter?
Explanation: The conclusion to a letter to the
editor can simply summarize the points that the
letter covers. It can say more though. If the letter
asks someone to make a change, the conclusion
can refer to the change that needs to be made. If
the letter is focused on suggesting that someone
vote a particular way, for instance, the ending
could urge readers to vote. If the letter is focused
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on suggesting that some of the facts in an article
need to be clarified or corrected, it might end with
a thank you for the chance to share the comments.
An example answer is “The writers for your paper
should be more careful to think about all the
questions that their readers will have and make
sure that they include the answers in their
articles.”

Comments

Question: Does the letter end with a signature block?
Explanation: Remember that a Letter to the
Editor usually concludes with the writer’s name
and the city and state where the writer lives.
Question: at advice would you give the author of this
letter?
Explanation: For this question, write down
anything you noticed about the paper that could be
improved or strengthened. Maybe there were
sentences that didn’t make sense to you or perhaps
you noticed a spelling error. Include anything you
noticed.
Question: What did you like the most about this letter?
Why?
Explanation: Remember that you are just stating your
opinion. You can’t answer this question incorrectly. All
you have to do is react to the letter, pointing out the part
that you thought was best.
Filename: Letter to the Editor Class Asg
4.rtf
Program Module: Class Assignment
By the end of class today, you’ll turn in your final draft
of the description paper.

Preparation. Be sure that you’ve
posted the characteristics of a good
letter to the editor so that students
can refer to the information if they
desire.

Modify the assignment to fit your
particular circumstances. This
assignment suggests that students
will turn in their drafts electronically
and that you will respond in Mail. If
that’s not the case for your class,
1. Go to Write and open the latest draft of your change that part of this assignment
so that the instructions fit your
description from your diskette.
situation.
2. Go to Respond and choose the ESL Quotation
Marks and Titles series. For the paper, choose You might also add instructions for
the “On paper” option. You’ll want to work with your the students to print the letters and
During class, you’ll have a final chance to correct any
grammar, style, spelling, or mechanics errors.
Remember that you can refer to the Mail message
outlining the characteristics of a good letter to the editor
if you have any questions.
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paper in Write so that you can make changes as you go
through the Respond questions. If you use one of the
other options in Respond, your paper will open in a
Read-Only window, and you won’t be able to make
revisions.

Comments
mail them to the newspapers.
Class Session. Plan to spend your
time during class providing
individual and group help, as
necessary.

3. Work through the questions in the Respond sequence,
making any adjustments or changes in your paper as Students may have some difficulty
you go along.
juggling the Respond window and
the Write window where they are
4. When you finish the questions, save the file using revising. Demonstrating for the class
your initials and the letters “quot” (for example, or for small groups of students can
TLGquot).
help this exercise go more smoothly.
5. Use Utilities ==> Turn In A Document to turn in the Remind students that DIWE’s
txt version of your Respond file. (I’ll check your spellchecker cannot check the sense
Respond file when I grade your paper.)
of a word, only its spelling.
Demonstrating some passages that
6. Go back to your paper in Write and reread your show no spelling errors but include
document one last time. Revise as necessary.
words that are used incorrectly can
help students understand how to read
7. Use Write ==>Spelling to spellcheck your paper.
their papers.
8. Once you’ve made all the changes to your document,
choose Utilities ==> Turn In a Document to turn in
your paper. I’ll read your documents online and
respond in private Mail.

If students need more help with
grammar, you might suggest that
they complete the Respond series on
grammar rules that is included with
the Description assignment (ESL
Grammar Checklist.rev).

Filename: ESL Quotation Marks and
Titles.rev
Program Module: Respond

This exercise takes 20 to 30 minutes,
but could take longer if students are
not familiar with punctuating titles
and quotations.

Question: Check the title for the article. Is it in
quotation marks?
Explanation: Titles for newspaper articles are
always enclosed in quotation marks. In the first
part of the letter where you state the article you’re
responding to, be sure that the title for the article is
enclosed in quotation marks. If you mention the
article by title elsewhere in the letter, make sure it
is enclosed in quotation marks in these other
references as well.
Question: Check the quotations from the original
article. Are quotations enclosed in quotation marks?
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This exercise focuses particularly on
the punctuation rules that apply to
these letters: using quotation marks
and italics. You might go over any
additional rules that are pertinent.
For instance, you might ask students
at the beginning of the class to check
that they have included a colon after
the salutation.
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Explanation: Any time you copy the words from
your article exactly, enclose the words in
quotation marks. Check your handbook for
information on the difference between quotation,
paraphrase, and plagiarism if you’re not sure about
the phrasing you’ve chosen.
Question: Check the punctuation used with quotation
marks. Are periods, commas, semicolons, and colons
used correctly?
Explanation: In American English, periods and
commas are placed inside quotation marks while
semicolons and colons are placed outside the
quotation marks. Check your handbook for
examples and for rules about more complicated
situations, for example situations involving
question marks and exclamation marks.
Question: Does the letter refer to the newspaper by
name? If so, is the newspaper name italicized?
Explanation: The title of a newspaper is always
italicized or underlined when it is used elsewhere.
Since you’re working with a word processor, you
can use the Italics button on the toolbar to change
the newspaper name from regular to italics print if
it needs corrected.
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9
9. Original Invent Prompts Revised
Topic for the Lesson
Persuasive, Informative, Expressive, and Exploratory Papers

Purpose
These resources provide Invent series that use phrasing and examples more in tune with the
needs of ESL writers.

Pedagogical Notes
DIWE comes with a variety of Invent series for different writing aims and modes. While these
series fit the needs of a wide range of writers, they are not necessarily correct for ESL writers.
The Invent prompts included here focus on language, examples, and explanations that are
accessible for ESL students.
To give an example of the changes made to these prompts, none of these series use the “Add
Your Own Topic” capability that is built into the standard prompt series. Allowing students to
add their specific topic to the questions seems innocent enough, but anyone who has used DIWE
and Invent with students at any level will tell you that helping students phrase their topic so the
questions that result in Invent are expressed in Standard English is quite a task.
This situation poses an additional problem for ESL writers. Regular first-year composition
students read an Invent prompts including their topic, and they know right away whether the
phrasing looks or sounds right. ESL students, however, may not have acquired the skills in
English to recognize whether the phrasing that shows up in Invent is “right” or not. Worse yet,
because the Invent module cannot analyze the topics, it will create a construction of anything
that it’s given. ESL students, then, see the phrases they’ve typed displayed by the program in a
non-editable part of the Invent window. Assuming that the program must know how to create a
proper sentence, these students may believe that the constructions the program displays are
correct. Basically, the program may reinforce the ESL students phrasing, misleading the writer
into believing that the expression is acceptable English. As a result of this possible confusion,
these ESL prompts exclude the “Add Your Own Topic” questions.
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Filename: ESL Persuasive Writing.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: Define the topic or issue you’re writing
about.
Explanation: In less than twenty words, what is
your topic? Does your definition also define or
describe other things? It is difficult to define
things briefly and be specific (exact) at the same
time.
Question: Divide your topic into three parts or subtopics.
Explanation: This question may help you
organize your paper. What are three of the major
parts that create the whole of your subject? How
are these parts related (or similar) and how they
are distinct (different)?
Question: What parts of your topic should be discussed
separately?
Explanation: Is it important to explain the
different parts to understand the topic? Sometimes
you need to explain carefully the parts for the
topic to be clear.
Question: What facts do you NOT know about your
topic?
Explanation: To write a good persuasive paper
about your subject, you must think about those
areas where you need more information. Where
can you find some more facts?
Question: How does the general public feel about the
issue you are considering?
Explanation: How do most people feel about your
topic? If there were an election about this topic,
how would people vote? For? Against? Why?
Question: What could be a cause of the issue you are
considering?
Explanation: Your answer should list the causes
or the reasons for your topic. For example, your
answer could be “My essay is to support an
environmental issue (clean water). I would show
how oil companies were the cause of the issue.”
Question: Are the causes of the issue always the same?
Are they sometimes different? Describe.
Explanation: These are important questions. If
the causes are different, what are some of them?
Does everyone agree with the causes? For
78

Comments
This exercise should take 30 to 40
minutes. Urge students to gather as
many details as possible in Invent.
Students write specific details about
the issue they are exploring here,
working on details to define what
they know about their topic, what
others know about the topic, and
what they still need to learn about
their topic.
Make sure that students realize that
the Explain button will provide
them with much more information
about the question, including some
example details.
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example, in an essay about poverty, you would
look for (investigate) the causes. Are they always
the same? Why and when are there different
causes? Does everyone agree on the reasons for
poverty?
Question: What is the result or effect of the topic or
issue you are considering?
Explanation: Your answer should be about the
effects or results of your topic. For example, in a
paper on exercise, you could write about the
effects--a stronger heart, better health, and less
money (because you had to buy new shoes,
exercise clothes, a bicycle, etc.) Are the results
positive or negative (good or bad)? Who will see
the results?
Filename: ESL Exploratory Writing.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: Divide your topic into several subtopics.
What are some of the parts of your topic you could
write about?
Explanation: A topic can be divided into many
parts (or subtopics). For example, an essay on
sports can examine a type of sport (football,
baseball, etc.), or the importance of sports to
young women, or the history of a national sport,
etc. How many different subtopics can you think
of? List all of them. Have fun and explore your
topic!
Question: What part or subtopic of the topic you are
exploring interests you the most? What part of your
topic would interest your reader the most?
Explanation: Sometimes it is useful to think about
the readers’ interests. Are they different from your
interests? Think about your audience. Do you
think they will be interested in an essay on
baseball in Japan? Maybe that will be your topic.
Question: How is your topic organized best? By time
(chronological order), by importance, by general to
specific?
Explanation: Does your topic change minute by
minute? Day by day? Year by year? What parts
change? Maybe you want to organize your essay
by chronological order. Or, in an essay on
Japanese baseball, you might begin with general
information (number of players, type of uniforms)
and then move to more specific information on
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This exercise should take 30 to 40
minutes. Urge students to gather as
many details as possible in Invent.
Students write specific details about
the issue they are exploring here.
These questions urge writers to
freewrite about their topic, exploring
the issues involved and considering
the different ways that the topic
might be arranged or explored..
Make sure that students realize that
the Explain button will provide
them with much more information
about the question, including some
example details.
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each player.
Question: What other ways can your topic be
organized? Comparison and contrast? Cause and effect?
Explanation: It is important to choose the best
way to organize your paper. Also, it will help you
to organize your ideas. Maybe a paper on baseball
could compare salaries of players in Japan and the
U.S. Or perhaps it could compare and contrast the
rules of baseball in the two countries. So many
possibilities!
Question: How is your topic part of your life? Why
does your topic interest you?
Explanation: You are a writer, and now this topic
is part of your life. You must make an audience
believe in you. Does the topic interest you? Yes-great, keep going! No--change it (or go crazy)!
Question: Is your topic found everywhere in the world,
all peoples, all nations? Why or why not?
Explanation: What you like may not interest other
people. Who is mainly interested in your subject?
You must decide or determine your audience. This
is very important in order to prepare your
argument. Do you want to persuade your audience
that your point of view is the best one?
Question: What would you change about your topic?
Explain.
Explanation: It may be helpful to describe the
topic’s effect on people, how it works, or the
people involved with it.
Question: Take a mental photograph of the topic you’re
exploring. Describe one important detail.
Explanation: It is helpful to imagine a picture of
your topic in your head. What description will
interest your audience? A good description can
keep the audience interested or curious.
Description is often included with other ways of
organizing (comparison and contrast, cause and
effect, etc.).
Filename: ESL Expressive Writing.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: What single event was most important in
your life? Can you write about your personal connection
to that event?
Explanation: Describe the specific details about
this event. What do you remember about it? Keep
focused on one experience. Write to discover your
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This exercise should take 30 to 40
minutes. Urge students to gather as
many details as possible in Invent.
Students write specific details an
important event. These questions
help students think about the event,
about why it was meaningful for
them, and about why they want to
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essay’s focus. For example, I want to write an
essay about the value of learning a foreign
language. I might tell about an experience when
my ability to speak another language saved
someone.
Question: What do you remember about the event?
Explanation: Think of the experience. Write one
image down. Then write to expand that image into
a sentence or two. What idea you are trying to
express from that image?
Question: How do you feel about the experience you
are considering?
Explanation: Write down why you have these
feelings. For example, you may feel puzzled or
confused. You may feel angry. You may have
mixed feelings. That’s fine too. This is just a selfexamination. And sometimes this is the hardest
question of all.
Question: Why do you care about this event?
Explanation: Be honest. List the reasons you
care. Also, you can list the reasons why you don’t
care. If your second list is longer than the first,
change the topic!
Question: How do others feel about this experience?
Explanation: For example, describe how your
friends, family members, classmates, business
friends, or audiences might personally feel about
it. You do not have to describe all of these views;
just choose one and write. You have to guess--it is
impossible to know exactly how someone may
feel. The prompts in “ESL Informative Writing”
may be very useful too, especially if your answers
to this question are long.
Question: Imagine that you were writing a letter to
your best friend. You want to make sure your friend
understands how you feel about the event. What would
you write?
Explanation: Begin the letter this way: “Best
friend, here’s how I really feel. Don’t laugh, but I
feel that.” Write for at least two minutes without
stopping. Or, you can imagine that you are writing
in your private journal.
Question: You and the event have a lot in common.
Describe a few things you and this topic have in
common.
Explanation: Do you have a lot of personal
experience or knowledge about this topic? The
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Comments
share their experience with others.
Students may need some guidance in
choosing an appropriate topic. Help
them to choose a topic they are
willing to share with others. Further,
remind them of cultural issues
related to their experiences.
Everyone in their home community
may know the underlying meaning
of the events that they choose to
describe; however, their audience is
likely to need more explanation and
detail.
Make sure that students realize that
the Explain button will provide
them with much more information
about the question, including some
example details.
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Content
prompts in “ESL Exploring Your Topic” may be
good to look at also.
Question: How do you honestly feel about the event? Is
there something you want to happen?
Explanation: You are going to spend some of
your life writing about this. It should be very
important to you, don’t you think? How do you
really feel? Does this topic make you sad, angry,
or happy? Are you writing about it because you
want some action taken? You may wish to look at
some of the questions in “ESL Persuasive
Writing.”
Question: Who has been writing about this event? Who
should you talk with? What books have you read about
your topic?
Explanation: Finding other “voices” is important.
They may provide useful information and insights.
Filename: ESL Informative Writing.inv
Program Module: Invent
Question: Who thinks about the issue you are
considering? Why? Explain.
Explanation: Who are these thinkers? Why are
they thinking about your topic? Are they taking
action? Explain why or why not. For example, if
you were writing about children’s safety car seats,
you might want to explore what car manufacturers
think about this.
Question: Do the people involved with this issue agree?
Explain any significant differences.
Explanation: This question has more to do with
the facts than the attitudes. Does everyone agree
with the facts? For example, do all educators agree
about the importance of bilingual education?
Question: What happens in relationship to this issue?
Describe.
Explanation: What actions take place around this
issue? What are the effects of those actions? This
is an important question because if you know a lot
about your topic, you’ll probably have a lot to say.
Question: What causes this issue? Explain.
Explanation: What helped to create your topic?
This is not easy, but you can discover a lot if you
think about causes.
Question: What things or devices are used in this issue?
Describe.
Explanation: Understanding how your topic
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This exercise should take 30 to 40
minutes. Urge students to gather as
many details as possible in Invent.
Students gather details about an
issue or idea they want to tell others
about. These questions help students
think about the issue or idea—
focusing on what composes the issue
and what others already know about
the issue.
Make sure that students realize that
the Explain button will provide
them with much more information
about the question, including some
example details.
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Comments
works will help you write. For example, you might
want to write about how to play the violin. You
would need to be familiar with the violin and its
parts (the bow, the chin rest, the resin, the mute,
etc.).
Question: What is the goal or purpose of this issue or
topic? Has this goal or purpose changed?
Explanation: Think about the major goal or
purpose of your topic. Is your topic one piece of a
larger issue? If yes, what is its relationship to this
larger issue? How has it changed? For example,
have the purposes of nurses changed in the last
twenty years?
Question: What do you think will happen to this topic
or issue?
Explanation: Have some fun with this question.
Imagine you can see into the future--what do you
see?
Question: What reasons can you list for writing about
your topic?
Explanation: Why does your subject demand our
attention in this day and age? What reasons can
you give for the importance of your topic? For
whom is it important, and for what reasons?
Question: What is the setting (location) for your topic?
Explanation: The location may be physical or
mental, natural or unnatural. For example, if you
were writing about the nuclear armament race, it
would be interesting to consider the diplomatic
locations, the military locations, or even the
historical locations.
Question: Is the setting around this topic different?
What makes it so?
Explanation: If your topic’s setting does not seem
special or different, then describe how it is similar
to those of other topics. What were the conditions
that led to Edison’s invention of the light bulb?
Were these conditions similar to those around
other inventors?
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10
10. Miscellaneous Discussion Seeds
Topic for the Lesson
Various classroom discussion topics, which could work into paper sequences. The discussion
issues focus on cultural differences, literacy, and education.

Purpose
To involve writers in computer-based discussion in order to increase communication in the target
language, to engage students in audience-aware writing, and to support writers as they move
toward more fluency in their reading and writing.

Sequence of Events
Generally, writers discuss a topic online, using Mail or InterChange, then might move to an
editing and revising exercise, to shaping their ideas into a paper, or to expansion of the ideas
using Invent, or to discuss the issues further in subsequent Mail or InterChange sessions. Links
to the revised Original Invent Prompts are included where appropriate.

Pedagogical Notes
The discussion questions included in these seeds focus generally on cultural issues, literacy and
language use, and education. Some of the ideas in the discussion prompts may make certain
students uncomfortable—particularly the prompts that discuss cultural issues. Consider your
students’ backgrounds. If your students come from a country or community where speech on
political issues is limited, speaking out on topics such as gun control may be illegal in their home
country. Don’t press students to discuss such issues if they are not comfortable. Ideally, you
should get to know your students before including any discussion questions of this sort.
These discussion seeds include suggestions for writing assignments and links to the ESL version
of the original prompts. You can design your own class plans using the ideas in the annotations
or relying on resources of your own. Either way, remember that providing structure and
forecasting discussion topics and class requirements is important. Compose class assignments
that outline the class activities and prepare students for the work and writing that will be required
of them.
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Discussion Seed
Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Benefits of Studying English
Why are you studying English? What
is your purpose in participating in this
class? What goals do you wish to
accomplish? Beyond your personal
goals, why do you think it is necessary
to learn English? Are there social,
cultural, political, or financial benefits
to learning English?

Integrating Other Modules
This discussion question can be useful early in the
term, perhaps paired with the Personal Interview
assignment (see page 23). Writers’ responses can
inform your plans for the course—since you’ll have a
better idea of what they want to accomplish as a result
of taking your course.
Discussion of the second half of this seed focuses on
the benefits of learning English. It’s likely that
students may share some anger related to learning
English—they may dislike having to learn English to
fulfill their goals, and they may associate learning
English with betraying their heritage. You might ask
students to think about the benefits of knowing their
first language, and then to compare the benefits of
knowing both languages.
It’s important to focus on an additive pedagogy as you
discuss these issues with students. Talk about the way
that your class adds to the students’ knowledge,
relying on the literacy skills that they already have. Be
careful to avoid any discussion that suggests that
English is to replace the writers’ existing language.
This discussion question could lead nicely to the
Examining Slang lesson plan (see page 51).

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Computer Questions
What questions do you have about
using computers or about this class?
No question is stupid. Ask anything
you want--this is your big opportunity
to ask about things you don’t
understand. If you know the answer to
a question that is posted, go ahead and
share what you know. If we cannot
answer all the questions in class today,
we’ll get answers next time.

Post this question a couple of weeks after classes have
met in order to give students the opportunity to ask
questions that they may be embarrassed to ask in class
orally. The question can work as an InterChange
prompt if you want to devote only one class to a
question and answer period.
Perhaps a better strategy is to create a mail conference
called Questions on the first or second day of
classes. Use the conference throughout your term as a
place where students can ask questions. Be sure to
read the messages every class period to ensure that
students get answers.
In addition, encourage students to answer questions—
you’ll make the process of answering questions less
daunting since you won’t have to provide all the
answers, and you’ll build confidence in your students
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Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Computers in Education
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Integrating Other Modules
by asking them to be authorities in the classroom.
Regardless of your students’ background, they should
have some opinion on this discussion question—
especially as students who are relying on their own
computer skills and education to work in your class.

What role should computers play in
education? When should students use
computers? How old should they be?
What classes should they use
computers in? What should they do
with the computers?

You might divide students into groups: one for
computers in elementary school, one for computers in
middle and high school, and one for computers in
colleges. Use the school-levels that make sense to
your students—and be sure that the levels are defined
(they’ll need to know that elementary school students
are 5 to 12 years old, for example, if you use that
term).

Pretend that you are designing an
educational system for the future.
What would you include as far as
computers are concerned?

You might focus the discussion question, including the
level that you want students to discuss in the question
that you post.

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Education and Motivation
What factors should be considered in
deciding who goes to school? Should
all children be required to go to
school--whether they are interested or
not?
Consider how the educational system
reacts to unmotivated students. The
teacher must spend extra time and
energy on these students to urge them
to keep up with others in the class and
to try to interest them in the activities.

Discussion of this issue might lead to a persuasive
paper, urging that a school system adopt a particular
use of computers in education, or a more general paper
about education and what students should be taught. In
either case, writers could use the Persuading series
(Persuasive Writing.inv). The Exploring
sequence (Exploratory Writing.inv) could
be helpful for students who are still gathering their
thoughts about the issue.
For this InterChange or Mail session, students discuss
attitudes toward education, considering a specific
situation that deals with the more general notion that
all children must go to school. Before the discussion
takes place, you might be sure to define “children” as
it will be used in this session. Students may discuss
the issue differently if they think of “children” as 6- or
7-year-olds than they would if they think of “children”
as 15- or 16-year-olds.
Consider political and cultural issues: some of your
students may come from backgrounds where all
children are not required to go to school. Obviously
their background will affect their position on this
issue.
Before this session, students might engage in a
discussion focused on school in their home community
(Education in Your Home Country, below).
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This is time that could be spent on
students who are interested in the
class. How would you handle these
situations? Should unmotivated
students be required to go to school?
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By moving from personal description of education in
their community to this question, students will share
details about the political and cultural issues affecting
their attitudes toward education that can help you
focus or revise this question further to foster
discussion without threatening or silencing students
with political issues that they are not willing to
discuss.
To create a lesson plan, use the Education in Your
Home Country prompt to explore the ways that
education is structured and defined in their culture.
Next, use this discussion prompt to move toward
thinking about the underlying assumptions for that
educational system. Your lesson plan might use Mail
for the discussion of home education, move to
InterChange for this discussion question.
To move from discussion to more focused prewriting,
follow up with one of the original Invent series:
1) Students might describe a personal experience in
their background that supports their opinion about
educating unmotivated students, relying on the
Expressing series (Expressive Writing.inv).
2) Students could write a position paper that explains
their stance on the issue of unmotivated students. They
could use the Persuading series to gather and focus
their ideas (Persuasive Writing.inv).

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Education in Your Home Country

This question calls for basic description and
observation of the educational system in the student’s
home country or community. It’s essentially a “show
and tell” session on the students’ educational
background.

Describe the educational system in
your home country or community.
Who goes to school? When is school
in session? What is taught in the
schools you are familiar with? Who
makes the decisions about the way
schools work? For instance, who

You might structure a class plan by following these
steps (see the Abstract and Summary lesson plan, on
page 27, for an example that uses a similar structure):
1) Students respond to the question in Mail, and read
descriptions by several other class members—
members of their workgroup, for instance.
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to school?
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2) Students are divided into smaller groups for an
InterChange conference, asking them to bring together
a list of the similarities and differences between the
educational systems that they know about.
3) After discussing in small groups, students can move
to a full-class InterChange session. Students can post
their groups’ list of similarities and differences; then
the full class can discuss the collected lists on the
issue.
Your students could move from this session to the
Education and Motivation discussion prompt (above).
Alternately, students could write an informative paper
about education in their home country or community
using the Informative Invent series (Informative
Writing.inv) to get started. Or, the class could
focus on a personal experience papers, having students
describe and discuss a significant event in their
educational background. The Expressive Invent series
(Expressive Writing.inv) would help them
gather their ideas on their paper topics.

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Families
How are families “defined” in a
community you’re a part of? What
roles do the members of a family
play? How do members of families
learn from one another?

This discussion of definitions of “family” introduces
information about culture in the writer’s home or in
another community or country. Depending upon the
goal for your discussion, you could edit the discussion
question to focus on the issues that you want students
to explore in their papers. Just cut and paste the
appropriate parts of the seed question to structure a
question that will generate the kind of discussion you
want.

This discussion might link to the Personal Interview
assignment, as writers discuss their families. Students
Does the way that families are shown might complete the Personal Interview series and
introduce themselves to the class. Following the
on TV and in movies differ from the
introduction, students could complete a discussion
actual families in your community?
focused on the way family is defined then write either
Are there TV programs and movies
that show families in your community an informative or an expressive paper. Students might
use the Informative series (Informative
fairly and accurately?
Writing.inv) to share their definition of “family”
with others. Or students could describe an important
What is your family like? What roles
do members of your family play? How personal event involving their family, using the
do members of your family learn from Expressive series (Expressive Writing.inv).
one another?
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Alternately, this discussion question might be part of a
class focusing on the issue of education. Students
could focus on the ideas of the way that families value
education and the ways that they learn and teach one
another. Any of the following paper topics could
branch from such a discussion:
1) An informative paper that tells readers about the
role of the family in education. Students would use the
Informative series to gather details (Informative
Writing.inv).
2) A personal experience paper that tells readers about
an incident where another family member taught the
writer something or where the writer teaches a family
member. The paper could also focus on a personal
experience that shows how the writer’s family defines
or values education. Students would use the
Expressive series to gather details for any of these
papers (Expressive Writing.inv).
3) A persuasive paper that focuses either on stating a
position about the portrayal of family in TV and
movies, on arguing about the roles that family
members should play, or on stating a position about
the role that the family should play in education.
Students would use the Persuasive series to gather
details for these papers (Persuasive
Writing.inv).

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Gun Control
Who can buy a gun in your home
country? Who is likely to own one? In
the United States, most people can
purchase a gun, but there are laws that
specify when someone can buy a gun
and how it can be used. A person
buying a gun may have to wait before
the gun can actually be purchased, and
the person would have to follow laws
affecting whether the gun can be

Discussion of laws concerning gun ownership and
social behaviors related to guns and rifles can lead into
an examination of gun control laws. In the United
States, students might visit the National Rifle
Association’ s web pages (http://www.nra.org/) and
contrast what they find with the information on pages
of the Violence Policy Center (http://www.vpc.org/).
Students might take a stance on the issue of gun
control in their home country or in the country where
they are studying, writing a position paper or a letter
to the editor of a local paper. You could adapt the
Letter to the Editor lesson plan for your assignment or
you could use the Persuasive Invent series
(Persuasive Writing.inv) and build your own
lesson plan.
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concealed or hidden under clothing. In
the United Kingdom and in Japan, on
the other hand, it’s against the law to
own a gun. What are the restrictions
where you grew up? Are some groups
of people more likely to own a gun
than others?
Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Smoking
In the United States, there are strict
laws about cigarette and tobacco
smoking in many cities. People are
allowed to smoke only in certain
locations, and they may be restricted
in what they can smoke (for instance,
cigarettes may be acceptable, but
cigars might not). What laws or
restrictions were followed where you
grew up? Are there laws, or do people
follow an unwritten code?

Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Teaching Languages
What language or languages should be
taught in schools? Is English-only
instruction appropriate, or should
bilingual instruction be available?
Explain the reason for your stance on
how instruction should be handled.
Include any personal stories that
support your argument.

Miscellaneous Discussion Seeds
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Alternately, students might write comparison/contrast
paper, exploring the differences between gun control
and laws in different communities. Or the discussion
might be part of a more general paper discussing
government controls over citizens.
Discussion of this issue might work into a paper about
unwritten codes in the writer’s home or in another
community or country. ESL students in a university in
the United States might compare behaviors in their
home country to those in the United States or students
might consider how behaviors change depending upon
where someone is in a community (e.g., in church, in a
restaurant, in the home).
Writers might consider the Persuasive series
(Persuasive Writing.inv) to compose a paper
urging a city or other group to change their
restrictions. The Informative series (Informative
Writing.inv) would be useful for someone writing
a paper that explains the restrictions and behaviors in
another community.
NOTE: Remember that some of your students may
come from cultures where women are not permitted to
smoke at all or may not smoke in public. Women
students from these countries may not be willing to
speak to these issues. Respect the personal space and
privacy that your students need.
This question focuses on how language is supported
and institutionalized by the community. You could
widen the question by talking about other resources
that people in a community will rely on. Are bus
schedules, tax information, and legal information in
the community available in English only? Ask
students to think about what non-English speakers do
in such a community.
You might extend the question also to ask students
about their experiences in communities where English
is dominant. Many second-language students become
translators for their families, and most who are
attending school in an English-speaking country will
have had the experience of having difficulty
accomplishing something because the available
resources were in English only (think about financial
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Filename: ESL Discussion
Seeds.rtf
Program Module: InterChange or
Mail
Varieties of Language
People in the United States speak a
variety of languages--think about the
languages spoken in an area you have
lived in or know well. You might
think of a place in the United States or
in another country. What languages
are spoken there? Do people speak
different varieties of a language (for
example, Black English or
Appalachian English)? What do
speakers of different languages or
different varieties of a language think
of one another in the community
you’re considering? Can you tell
where someone is from by the way
they speak a language?
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aid applications, communications sent from the school
to the students’ parents, and so forth).
Discussion of these issues might lead to argumentative
papers on English-only initiatives. The Persuasive
series (Persuasive Writing.inv) would be
useful for any students wanting to state their stance.
The Informative series (Informative
Writing.inv) would be useful for someone
explaining the use of language in a country or
community.
This question asks students to think about how
communities use language and how the kind of
language someone uses communicates more than just
the ideas in the words—educational background,
cultural heritage, hobbies, interests. After this
discussion, students might write a paper about a
personal experience with language stratification in a
community they have been a member of.
To focus on more personal language use, you might
ask students to focus on a variety of language that they
use and a particular experience that they had in
relationship to that language variety. You might ask
students to write about an experience where they were
judged by their language use or a time when they
judged someone else on the basis of their language
use. In either case, the Expressing Invent series
(Expressive Writing.inv) would help
students gather details for their draft.
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11
11. How to Use the Tools in Your
Classroom
Complete instructions on setting up classes, managing your site, and using the tools in DIWE are
available in the program’s documentation. The brief instructions in this section of the ESL
Teacher’s Guide explain how to use the resources in this collection and how to use the basic
commands that are referred to in the notes for the included lesson plans.

Using the ESL/EFL Teacher’s Guide
Overview
The online ESL/EFL Teacher’s Guide can be used in the DIWE program or outside the program.
The online file works like the Program Help and Teacher Help files in DIWE (and like all
Windows help files).
Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose the Extras command from the Help menu.
2. In the Extras dialog that appears, click the ESL/EFL Teacher’s Guide.
3. Once the name of the file is selected, click the OK button to view the online file.
NOTE: You can double-click on the ESLHelp.hlp file in Windows Explorer to view the
online guide outside of the DIWE program.

Posting a Class Assignment
Overview
The Class Assignment files in this collection are saved as Rich Text Format (*.rtf) so that the
files can include some basic formatting like bold and italic text. To begin you’ll choose the Post
Class Assignment command and archive the current file if you want. You’ll use your word
processor to open the Class Assignment file that you want to post and copy the text. Finally,
you’ll paste the assignment into the Post Class Assignment window, make any modifications that
are necessary, and post the assignment.
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Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose Post Class Assignment from the Utilities menu.
• If a Class Assignment already exists, the program displays a dialog box (shown in
Figure 2) that asks whether you want to archive the current Class Assignment.

Figure 2. Archive Class Assignment Dialog Box
• If you choose Yes, a Save As dialog appears. The default file name is based on the
current date, but you can rename it however you wish. Students can use the Read a
Document command to access the archived assignment.
• If you choose the No button, your current Class Assignment is not archived. You
probably won’t want to archive an assignment if you are simply making a correction or
addition to the current assignment.
2. Once finished with the option to archive the assignment, you’ll see a copy of the previous
Class Assignment. Highlight all of the text and delete it to begin a new assignment.
3. Under the File menu, choose the Open command.
4. Choose the ESL Class Assignment file you want to open and then click Open. Remember,
you can change directories and drives if necessary to find the file you need.
5. Choose the Select All command under the Edit menu to highlight the entire text of the Class
Assignment resource file that you have opened.
6. Choose the Copy command under the Edit menu to copy the highlighted text to the
program’s clipboard, and then close the window.
7. Click anywhere in the Post Class Assignment window to make sure that the cursor is
blinking in the document.
8. Choose the Paste command under the Edit menu to paste the assignment text into the Post
Class Assignment window.
9. If necessary, revise the assignment—adding details about the due date, specific homework
assignments, and so forth.
10. Click the Close box after you’ve finished making any modifications to the text. In the dialog
that appears (see Figure 3), you’ll be asked to confirm that you want the Class Assignment to
be posted. Click Yes, and the new assignment replaces the previous one.
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Figure 3. Class Assignment Confirmation Dialog

Preparing an Invent or Respond Series
Overview
The Invent and Respond files in this collection are ready to be posted on your network server.
When you installed the program to the fileserver, you should have copied the Invent and
Respond files to their respective folders on the network file server.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Your prompt file must be in the Invent or Respond folder on the
DIWE classroom’s network fileserver to be accessible to your students.
Step-by-Step Instructions
Before using a class plan in this collection that includes an Invent or Respond activity, check that
the files have indeed been installed on the server. To check easily, follow these steps:
1. Log in to DIWE.
2. Click the Invent or Respond button.
3. Click OK to start a new Invent or Respond session.
4. In the list of available prompt series, locate the one you want your students to use. If you
cannot find the series, follow the instructions in the Installation section of this guide to install
the files.
5. Be sure to check with your Site Administrator to be sure you have the necessary access rights
to save files to the server, and be careful not to overwrite files already in these directories.

Creating a Mail Conference
Overview
Before using a lesson plan that instructs writers to work in small groups or in a particular Mail
conference, create the conference, using the name mentioned in the Class Assignment file.
You’ll use the Create a Conference command under the Mail menu.
Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose Create a Conference from the Mail menu.
2. In the dialog box (Figure 4), enter the name of the new conference and click OK.
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Figure 4. Create a Conference Dialog Box

Posting a Discussion Seed in Mail
Overview
Posting a discussion seed from this collection in Mail is simply a matter of opening the plain text
version of the seed, highlighting the question, copying it, and pasting it into a Mail message.
You’ll need to paste the question to every conference where it will be discussed if you are
working with smaller conference groups.
Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose the Open command from the File menu.
2. Navigate to the specific file that contains the discussion seed. Highlight the file and click
Open. (Check the lesson plan for the specific name of the file you need.)
3. If necessary, scroll through the file until you locate the discussion question you want to copy.
4. Highlight the text you want to use and then select Copy from the Edit menu.
5. Choose Mail from the Activity menu. If you want to post the question to a specific
conference, choose the Join a Conference command under the Mail menu.
6. Click New Message in the Mail List window for the correct conference.
7. In the New Message window, click in the message area of the new message.
8. Choose Paste from the Edit menu to paste the seed into the Mail message.
9. Add a subject line to the message, and then click Send.
10. Repeat steps 5 to 9 for every conference where the question should appear.

Creating an InterChange Conference
Overview
Before using a lesson plan that instructs writers to work in small groups or in a particular
InterChange conference, create the conference, using the name mentioned in the Class
Assignment file. You’ll use the Create a Conference command under the InterChange menu.
Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose Create a Conference from the Mail menu.
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2. In the dialog box (Figure 5), enter the name of the new conference and
click OK.

Figure 5. Create a Conference Dialog Box

Posting a Discussion Seed in InterChange
Overview
Posting a discussion seed from this collection in InterChange is simply a matter of opening the
plain text version of the seed, highlighting the question, copying it, and pasting it into a
InterChange message. You’ll need to paste the question to every conference where it will be
discussed if you are working with smaller conference groups.
Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Choose the Open command from the File menu.
2. Navigate to the specific file that contains the discussion seed. Highlight the file and click
Open. (Check the lesson plan for the specific name of the file you need.)
3. If necessary, scroll through the file until you locate the discussion question you want to copy.
4. Highlight the text you want to use and then select Copy from the Edit menu.
5. Choose InterChange from the Activity menu. If you want to post the question to a specific
conference, choose the Join a Conference command under the InterChange menu.
6. Click in the composing area of the InterChange window.
7. Choose Paste from the Edit menu to paste the seed into the InterChange message.
8. Click the Send button.
9. Repeat steps 5 to 8 for every conference where the question should appear.
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13. Useful Internet Resources
Resource
Language Magazine
Calico
EFLWeb
Oxford University Press
The English Teacher Online
ESL Magazine
Internet TESL Journal
Language Learning Online
Language Learning and Technology
National Center for ESL Literacy Education
TESL-EJ
TESOL Matters
Vernacular, the CCLCS Newsletter
Web Wombat Online Newspapers

Internet Address
www.languagemagazine.com
www.calico.org
www.u-net.com/eflweb
www.oup.com/elt
elt.au.edu
www.eslmag.com
www.aitech.ac.jp
Available through www.amazon.com
llt.msu.edu
www.cal.org/ncle
www.kyoto-su.ac.jp/information/tesl-ej
www.tesol.edu/pubs/magz/tm.html
webhome.idirect.com/~cclcs/vernacular.html
www.onlinenewspapers.com
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